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We investigate solutions to the Bethe equations for the isotropic S = 1/2 Heisenberg chain involv-
ing complex, string-like rapidity configurations of arbitrary length. Going beyond the traditional
string hypothesis of undeformed strings, we describe a general procedure to construct eigenstates
including strings with generic deformations, discuss general features of these solutions, and provide
a number of explicit examples including complete solutions for all wavefunctions of short chains.
We finally investigate some singular cases and show from simple symmetry arguments that their
contribution to zero-temperature correlation functions vanishes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of a generic quantum system is too difficult to be carried out com-
pletely except in rather exceptional circumstances. For noninteracting models, this is easily done since multiparticle
states are obtained from products of single particle ones. However, in the presence of interactions, finding the exact
eigenstates and energy eigenvalues becomes a problem of dimensionality equal to that of the Hilbert space. A set of
theories which stand out as an exception to this are so-called integrable models, the most fundamental of which is
the Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain1,

H = J

N∑
j=1

(
Sxj S

x
j+1 + Syj S

y
j+1 + (Szj S

z
j+1 − 1/4)

)
− h

N∑
j=1

Szj (1)

where J is the magnetic exchange coupling constant and h the external field. Throughout this paper, we will give
results for the antiferromagnetic case J = 1 (the eigenstates are the same for J < 0, only their energies are reversed).
Since the z-component of the total spin commutes with H, it is a good quantum number. Starting from a reference
state with all spins pointing up,

|0〉 = ⊗Nj=1| ↑〉j , (2)

we can divide the Hilbert space into subsectors of fixed magnetization σ = 1
N

∑
j S

z
j spanned by the dim(N,M) =(

N
M

)
basis states with M = N(1/2− σ) overturned spins at lattice positions j1, ..., jM ,

|j1, ..., jM 〉 = S−j1 ...S
−
jM
|0〉. (3)

The Schrödinger equation is solved by the Bethe Ansatz2,

|χM 〉 =
∑
{j}

χM (j1, ..., jM )|j1, ..., jM 〉, (4)

χM (j1, ..., jM ) =
∏

M≥a>b≥1

sgn(ja − jb)
∑
P

(−1)[P ]ei
PM
a=1 k(λPa )ja+ i

2

P
M≥a>b≥1 sgn(ja−jb)φ(λPa−λPb ) (5)

with φ(λ) = 2 atanλ and k(λ) = π − 2 atan2λ. The energy of an eigenstate is E = E0 − hNσ with E0 =
∑
j
−2J

1+4λ2
j
.

The set of M rapidities λ are constrained by quantizing H through the imposition of periodic boundary conditions,
yielding the Bethe equations [

λα − i/2
λα + i/2

]N
=
β 6=α∏
β

λα − λβ − i
λα − λβ + i

, α = 1, ...,M. (6)

The correspondence between the number of distinct solutions to (6) for given M and the dimensionality of the
sub-Hilbert space is known as the completeness problem, and is a highly nontrivial fact to verify. To classify the
eigenstates, the standard strategy is to consider the logarithm of (6),

2 atan 2λα = 2π
Jα
N

+
1
N

β 6=α∑
β

2 atan(λα − λβ) mod 2π , (7)

introducing a set of quantum numbers J (defined modulo N) which label the eigenstates (J are half-odd integers for
N−M even, and integers for N−M odd). Since the Bethe wavefunctions formally vanish when two rapidities become
equal, we could think that simply choosing M distinct quantum numbers among the set of N allowed possibilities,
which we can clearly do in dim(N,M) ways, would allow us to reconstruct all the eigenstates in the subspace. This,
as was known to Bethe himself, is too naive and simply fails42. The problem is that only some of the solutions to
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(7) are in terms of real rapidities; there also exist, as Bethe himself found, solutions involving groups of complex
rapidities representing bound states of magnons. This led Bethe to investigate this problem rather extensively in
his original paper, by attempting to explicitly construct all solutions. He realized that complex rapidities typically
arrange themselves into regular patterns known as strings. More importantly, he also realized that there exist states
in which these strings get deformed back into extra real solutions with coinciding quantum numbers J for which the
wavefuntion is nonvanishing, meaning that the ’Pauli principle’ of allowing only single occupancy of the J quantum
numbers fails, and that counting states using these is invalid2,3. Bethe proposed a scenario wherein all eigenstates
could be obtained from real solutions complemented by (deformed, possibly all the way back onto the real axis) string
states, and showed that the counting of these solutions gives the correct number of eigenstates.

In the early 1970’s, interest in general solutions to the Bethe equations was revived by Takahashi’s fundamental work
on the thermodynamics of the isotropic Heisenberg chain4, making extensive use of the so-called string hypothesis in
which only undeformed strings are assumed to be present. Gaudin5 further considered the gapped anisotropic chain,
while Takahashi extended his study to the gapless anisotropic chain6. While these papers used the simplest form of the
string hypothesis, in which undeformed strings of arbitrary length were present, Takahashi’s original treatment of the
gapless case was shown by Johnson, McCoy and Lai7 to yield an incorrect high-temperature expansion. The reason
for this discrepancy was that the states of a gapless anisotropic chain can only have strings of certain allowed lengths,
and upon restricting the original equations to this set, Takahashi and Suzuki obtained the correct thermodynamics8,9.
As far as thermodynamics are concerned, the string hypothesis as expounded in the above papers is understood to
give correct results as long as either the temperature or the magnetic field are not strictly vanishing10. Getting the
thermodynamics right, however, in no way addresses the ’completeness’ problem of the Bethe Ansatz. In fact, the
successes of the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz using the string hypothesis cast a long enduring shadow on the general
awareness of Bethe’s own understanding of the existence and characteristics of deformed string solutions, which were
’rediscovered’ only decades later. There now exists a large literature on this subject for the particular case of the
Heisenberg chains3,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33.

The purpose of the present paper is to delve more deeply into the nature of Bethe eigenstates which deviate
significantly from the traditional string hypothesis. As a starting point, we consider only the case of the isotropic
antiferromagnet, but our main objective is to go beyond the usual case of only 2 downturned spins typically considered
in the existing literature. The motivation for such a study comes in large part from recent work on dynamical
correlation functions for large but finite chains34,35, to which such states can in principle contribute, and for which the
string hypothesis is a good starting point but whose accuracy has to be confirmed state-by-state. More formally, it
is our opinion that the completeness problem is not properly addressed by arguments based exclusively on the string
hypothesis: we believe that a true ’exact solution’ of the Heisenberg chains requires providing an explicit scheme to
recover all the eigenstates from solutions to the Bethe equations, and that proofs of completeness have to go hand in
hand with a precise knowledge of what is being counted. Our objective is to make a step in this direction by proposing
a scheme for states with deformed higher string-like complex rapidities.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we set our notations and discuss basic aspects of complex solutions
to the Bethe equations. In Section III, we derive the sets of equations for string deviations which are then used in
Section IV to obtain and discuss explicit solutions in various cases and limits. Section V focuses on special degenerate
cases and their form factors. Finally, after the Conclusion, we give complete solutions to the Bethe equations for
small chains in the Appendix.

II. STRINGS IN THE BETHE EQUATIONS

A. Pairs

It is easily seen that, if the set {λ} is a solution to the Bethe equations, so is {λ∗}. A stronger statement was proven
by Vladimirov36, viz. that all solutions of the Bethe equations are self-conjugate, i.e. {λ} = {λ∗}. As a consequence,
complex roots of the Bethe equations always come in pairs of conjugate roots, {λ+, λ−} where Imλ+ > 0 and
λ− := λ∗+.

Let us assume that the real parts of the various roots do not coincide, so Reλj 6= Reλk if j 6= k, and that the
pair is not centered on the origin. If the set {λ} is symmetric, cases are possible where one or more pairs are in fact
centered on the origin. Such cases are treated separately in section V.

For the quantum numbers {J+, J−} associated to the two conjugate roots, subtracting the Bethe equation associated
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to λ− from that of λ+ gives

2π
J+ − J−

N
= 2 atan 2λ− 2 atan 2λ∗ − 2

N
[atan(λ− λ∗)− atan(λ∗ − λ)]

− 2
N

λk 6=λ±∑
k

[atan(λ− λk)− atan(λ∗ − λk)] (mod 2π) . (8)

We choose the branch cut of the logarithm such that −π < Im ln z ≤ π. Then the branch cuts of the inverse tangent
are such that

atan z∗ =


(atan z)∗ + π if z ∈ ]− i,−i∞[

(atan z)∗ − π if z ∈ ]i, i∞[

(atan z)∗ elsewhere.

(9)

Taking the real part of the difference equation, taking into account the above branch cut and the fact that Re(atanλ−
atanλ∗) = 0 if Reλ 6= 0, and that we work modulo π, the real part of the equation becomes

J− − J+ =

{
1 if Imλ+ > 1

2

0 if Imλ+ < 1
2

. (10)

In other words, there are two kinds of pairs: narrow pairs (also called close pairs), which are separated in the imaginary
direction by less than i, and whose quantum numbers are equal; and wide pairs, which are separated by more than i
and whose quantum numbers differ by one, where the higher quantum number is associated to the root in the negative
half-plane. This distinction is found in e.g. Destri and Löwenstein14 and Babelon et al.15. If Imλ+ = 1

2 , the Bethe
equations become singular; we will study this important limit in more detail in the following sections.

The fact that solutions exist with repeated quantum numbers makes the counting of allowed states very complicated.
This problem is addressed by the string hypothesis which, among other things, introduces a new type of quantum
number meant to be strictly non-repeating.

B. The string hypothesis

If a root λ is complex with positive imaginary part and finite real part, the factor in the left-hand side of the Bethe
equation (6) has a norm less than unity. This implies that for large N , the left-hand side will vanish exponentially.
Therefore, the right-hand side must vanish exponentially as well. Likewise, if the imaginary part is negative, both
sides must diverge. The only way for a factor on the right-hand side to vanish for fixed M as N →∞ is if there exists
a root at a distance close to i below the root under consideration, where the difference is close to i. Since this is true
for every complex root we choose on the left-hand side, all non-real roots should be arranged in strings of various
length, in which the roots that make up the string are spaced by distances close to i. This is a loose statement of
what is known as the string hypothesis.

The M roots of the Bethe equations are thus partitioned in a configuration of strings, where a j-string is a group
of j roots such that

λjαa = λjα + i
2 (j + 1− 2a) + djαa with a ∈ {1, . . . , j}. (11)

Here j is the string length, λjα the string center and djαa ≡ εjαa + iδjαa the deviation, with εjαa, δ
j
αa ∈ R. Furthermore,

self-conjugacy dictates djα,a = [djα,j+1−a]∗. Note that every self-conjugate configuration of roots can be given in terms
of a set of strings as above albeit with arbitrarily large deviations. The string hypothesis assumes that all deviations
vanish in the thermodynamic limit.

Using the parametrisation (11), let us now make our reasoning more precise. Consider the Bethe equations (6) for
a root λjαa. Let Ajα be the part of the product on the right side pertaining to roots on other strings. We assume that
Ajα is of order unity. Furthermore, the quotient on the left-hand side is denoted zjαa ∈ C. We consider a root with
positive imaginary part, so that

∣∣zjαa∣∣ < 1. The Bethe equation can be written

[
zjαa
]N

= Ajα
∏
b6=a

djαa − d
j
αb + i(b− a− 1)

djαa − djαb + i(b− a+ 1)
. (12)
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Our parametrisation is such that Imλjαa > Imλjαa+1. Then, the positive-imaginary roots have 1 ≤ a ≤ bj/2c.
Let us start at a = 1. Since this is the top root,

[
zjαa
]N

= Ajα
djα1 − d

j
α2

djα1 − d
j
α2 + 2i

djα1 − d
j
α3 + i

djα1 − d
j
α3 + 3i

· · · . (13)

We now assume that the differences of δs are small enough for all but the first of the quotients on the right-hand side
to be of order unity. Thus we have ∣∣∣djα1 − d

j
α2

∣∣∣ ∝ ∣∣∣zjα1

∣∣∣N , (14)

i.e., the difference must vanish exponentially with N .
Now consider the next root, a = 2. This time,

[
zjαa
]N

= Ajα
djα2 − d

j
α1 − 2i

djα2 − d
j
α1

djα2 − d
j
α3

djα2 − d
j
α3 + 2i

djα2 − d
j
α4 + i

djα2 − d
j
α4 + 3i

· · · , (15)

and therefore we conclude ∣∣∣∣∣djα2 − d
j
α3

djα2 − d
j
α1

∣∣∣∣∣ ∝ ∣∣∣zjα2

∣∣∣N . (16)

Multiplying by equation (14) gives ∣∣∣djα2 − d
j
α3

∣∣∣ ∝ ∣∣∣zjα2z
j
α1

∣∣∣N . (17)

Continuing this reasoning until a = bj/2c, we conclude that all differences of deviations vanish exponentially with
N , while

∣∣∣djα,a − djα,a+1

∣∣∣ � ∣∣∣djα,a+1 − d
j
α,a+2

∣∣∣ . Furthermore, we know that for j even, djα,j/2 = −djα,j/2+1 and

Re djα,j/2 = 0; while for j odd, djα,bj/2c = 0. Thus we conclude that all djαa vanish exponentially with N , and their

successive difference ratios as well, such that
∣∣djα,a∣∣ � ∣∣∣djα,a+1

∣∣∣ . Note that during this derivation we have made a

number of important assumptions, mainly that the factor Ajα is of order unity and that the differences of consecutive
δs are small. These assumptions do not necessarily hold at the same time: for instance, if many roots lie close to each
other the derivation does not hold. In such cases, deviations may vanish more slowly. A more precise formulation of
the string hypothesis is thus, that the deviations from string configurations as defined in (11), vanish exponentially
with N if N is made large while all other parameters are kept constant.

Rewriting the Bethe equations under the assumption that the deviations vanish leads to the Bethe–Takahashi
equations4

2 atan
2λjα
j

= 2π
Ijα
N

+
1
N

Ns∑
k=1

Mk∑
β=1

Θjk(λjα − λkβ) (mod 2π) , (18)

with

Θjk(λ) := 2(1− δjk) atan
2λ
|j − k|

+ 4 atan
2λ

|j − k|+ 2
+ · · ·+ 4 atan

2λ
j + k − 2

+ 2 atan
2λ
j + k

. (19)

where the M roots are partitioned into Mj strings of length j such that
∑
j jMj = M . All positive integer j are in

principle allowed. For N even, Ijα are half-odd integers for Mj even, and integers for Mj odd. The string hypothesis
assumes that these equations have dim(N,M) distinct solutions in terms of sets of real rapidities (allowing infinite
ones).

C. Completeness

The Heisenberg Hamiltonian commutes with the total spin operator S2
tot := (Sx

tot)
2 + (Sy

tot)2 + (Sz
tot)

2 as well as
with the total spin-z operator Sz

tot :=
∑N
j=1 S

z
j . States with s = N/2−M , where s is the total-spin quantum number
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such that the eigenvalue of S2
tot is s(s + 1), and N/2 −M is the Sz

tot eigenvalue, are heighest-weight states. From
these states, we can generate lower-weight states by repeatedly applying the total-spin lowering operator S−0 . This
corresponds to adding a particle with momentum k = 0 and therefore rapidity λ = ∞. In particular, looking at a
fixed-M subspace with M ≤ N/2, all solutions in the (M − 1)-subspace are repeated with an extra infinite rapidity
added. This means that in every M -subspace we only have to solve for the

(
N
M

)
−
(
N

M−1

)
solutions of highest weight.

It has been proposed2,4,12,37 that in the Heisenberg model, the Bethe–Takahashi quantum numbers of highest-weight
states should be non-coinciding and bounded by∣∣Ijα∣∣ < Ij∞ :=

1
2

[
N + 1−

∑
k≥1

Mk(2 min(nj , nk)− δj,k)
]
. (20)

One can prove2,38 that the number of sets of quantum numbers that satisfy this constraint is
(
N
M

)
−
(
N

M−1

)
, exactly the

number of highest-weight solutions with M down spins. Therefore, provided that for each of these quantum number
choices a solution exists, is unique, and leads to an admissible solution of the Schrödinger equation, the Bethe Ansatz
is complete.

In the analytically solvable case M = 2, it is known that indeed, for each of these quantum numbers a unique,
admissible solution exists. However, some of the quantum numbers associated to two-strings do not lead to complex-
pair solutions, as narrow pairs get narrower and eventually merge and split back onto the horizontal axis. Instead, in
these cases, there are extra solutions with real roots. These extra real solutions can be connected one-to-one with the
missing string solutions by way of the Bethe quantum numbers.

III. STRING DEVIATIONS

In this section we will derive equations for the exact string deviations. Determining these deviations is therefore
completely equivalent to determining the exact roots of the Bethe equations in the complex plane. We will first
establish the method by considering two- and three-strings, and then generalise to arbitrary string lengths.

A. Deviated two-strings

The Bethe–Takahashi equations (18) are found from the sum of the logarithmic Bethe equations, absorbing all
contributions from branch cut crossings in the Bethe–Takahashi quantum numbers. To find the relation of these with
the Bethe quantum numbers, let us carefully redo the derivation. We concentrate on the isotropic chain. Similar but
more complicated derivations can be given for the anisotropic chain.

We use the relation

atan(a+ ib) + atan(a− ib) = ξ(a, 1 + b) + ξ(a, 1− b) for a, b ∈ R, (21)

where we defined

ξ(ε, δ) :=
1
2i

[ln(δ + iε)− ln(δ − iε)] = atan
ε

δ
+ πΘ(−δ) sign ε (22)

We use sign 0 = 0 and Θ is the Heaviside step function with Θ(0) = 1
2 . Note that ξ(ε, δ) = Arg(δ + iε) for ε 6= 0, and

ξ(0, δ) = 0. A useful feature of ξ(ε, δ) is that it is continuous on the line δ = 0. Therefore the value for zero deviations
is well-defined, ξ(ε, 0) = π

2 sign ε and we need not keep track of the sign of δ in the limit.
Deviated two-strings are parametrised as λ(2)

α± := λ
(2)
α ± i(1 + 2δ(2)

α )/2 where λ(2)
α and δ

(2)
α are real numbers. The

sum of the (log-) Bethe equations for λ(2)
α± equals,

ξ(λ, 1 + δ) + ξ(λ,−δ) = π
J+ + J−

N
+

1
N

k=1∑
β

[
ξ(λ− λkβ , δ + 3

2 ) + ξ(λ− λkβ ,−δ + 1
2 )
]

(23)

+
1
N

k=2∑
β

[
ξ(λ− λkβ , δ + δkβ + 2) + ξ(λ− λkβ ,−δ − δkβ) + ξ(λ− λkβ , δ − δkβ + 1) + ξ(λ− λkβ ,−δ + δkβ + 1)

]
(modπ)
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where, for legibility, we dropped the indices (2)
α . To compare with the Bethe–Takahashi equations, let us take all

δ → 0,

atanλ+
π

2
= π

J+ + J−
N

+
1
N

k=1∑
β

[
atan 2

3 (λ− λkβ) + atan 2(λ− λkβ)
]

(24)

+
1
N

k=2∑
β

[
atan 1

2 (λ− λkβ) +
π

2
sign(λ− λkβ) + 2 atan(λ− λkβ)

]
(modπ)

Comparing to the Bethe–Takahashi equations, we conclude for the relation between the quantum numbers

I(2) − 1
2

k=2∑
β

sign(λ(2) − λ(2)
β ) = Θ(δ) + 2J+ −

N

2
(modN) (25)

taking this equation modulo 2, we see that the criterion for a two-string with quantum number I(2) to be wide is

Θ(δ) = I(2) +
N

2
−M + 1− 1

2

k=2∑
β

sign(λ(2) − λ(2)
β ) (mod 2) . (26)

The sum of the Bethe equations gives the equation for the string centers; therefore, we must look at the difference
of the Bethe equations to find the deviations. The imaginary part of this equation can be written[

1 + δ

δ

]2

=
[

(1 + δ)2 + λ2

δ2 + λ2

]N k=1∏
β

(δ − 1/2)2 + (λ− λkβ)2

(δ + 3/2)2 + (λ− λkβ)2

k=2∏
β

(δ + δkβ)2 + (λ− λkβ)2

(2 + δ + δkβ)2 + (λ− λkβ)2

(1− δ + δkβ)2 + (λ− λkβ)2

(1 + δ − δkβ)2 + (λ− λkβ)2
.

(27)

Together, equations (23), (27), and (26) determine the rapidity λ(2)
α and deviation δ(2)

α . It is of importance to note
that the right-hand side of this equation is not strongly dependent on δ

(2)
α , as long as δ(2)

α is small compared to λ(2)
α ,

so that an iterative approach to solving these coupled equations can converge rapidly.

B. Deviated three-strings

Let us consider the equations for the deviation of a three-string in the presence of other strings of length not more
than 2, which is enough to illustrate the general idea. In the presence of longer strings, terms will have to be added
to these expressions but as these become quite unwieldy we defer this derivation to the treatment of the general case
in the next section.

Parametrising the three-string as

λ
(3)
α± = λ(3)

α + ε(3)
α ± i(1 + δ(3)

α ) λ
(3)
α0 = λ(3)

α , (28)

we consider the sum over all three Bethe equations, writing λ(3)
α = λ

atan 2λ+ ξ(2λ+ 2ε, 3 + 2δ) + ξ(2λ+ 2ε,−1− 2δ) =
π

N
(J− + J0 + J+) (modπ) (29)

+
1
N

k=1∑
β

[
atan(λ− λkβ) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 2 + δ) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ ,−δ)

]

+
1
N

k=2∑
β

[
ξ(λ− λkβ , 3

2 + δkβ) + ξ(λ− λkβ , 1
2 − δ

k
β) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 5

2 + δ + δkβ)

+ ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ ,− 1
2 − δ − δ

k
β) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 3

2 + δ − δkβ) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 1
2 − δ + δkβ)

]
.
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Taking its limit for δ → 0, ε→ 0,

atan
2λ
3

=
π

N
(J− + J0 + J+) +

1
N

k=1∑
β

[
atan(λ− λkβ) + atan 1

2 (λ− λkβ) +
π

2
sign(λ− λkβ)

]
(modπ) (30)

+
1
N

k=2∑
β

[
2 atan 2

3 (λ− λkβ) + atan 2(λ− λkβ) + atan 2
5 (λ− λkβ) + π sign(λ− λkβ)

]
.

Comparing to the Bethe–Takahashi equations, we find

J− + J0 + J+ = I(3)
α −

1
2

k=1∑
β

sign(λ− λkβ)−
k=2∑
β

sign(λ− λkβ) (modN) . (31)

The real part of the difference between the + and − logarithmic Bethe equations yields J+ − J− = −1. This leaves
J0 as of yet undetermined, but it turns out to be unnecessary to know this quantum number to be able to solve the
equations.

The imaginary part of the difference between the + and − equations gives, when exponentiated,

δ2 + ε2 = r2 := [(2 + δ)2 + ε2]
[

3 + 2δ
1 + 2δ

]2 [ (1 + 2δ)2 + 4(λ+ ε)2

(3 + 2δ)2 + 4(λ+ ε)2

]N
×

×
k=1∏
β

(2 + δ)2 + (λ+ ε− λkβ)2

δ2 + (λ+ ε− λkβ)2
× (32)

×
k=2∏
β

( 5
2 + δ + δkβ)2 + (λ+ ε− λkβ)2

( 1
2 + δ + δkβ)2 + (λ+ ε− λkβ)2

( 3
2 + δ − δkβ)2 + (λ+ ε− λkβ)2

( 1
2 − δ + δkβ)2 + (λ+ ε− λkβ)2

The other independent equation is the Bethe equation for λ0. However, for later generalisation it is more convenient
to consider the sum of the + and − equations,

ξ(ε,−δ) = θ := −ξ(ε, 2 + δ)− π(J+ + J−) +N [ξ(2(λ+ ε), 3 + 2δ) + ξ(2(λ+ ε),−1− 2δ)] (33)

−
k=1∑
β

[
ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 2 + δ) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ ,−δ)

]

−
k=2∑
β

[
ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 5

2 + δ + δkβ) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ ,− 1
2 − δ − δ

k
β)

+ ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 3
2 + δ − δkβ) + ξ(λ+ ε− λkβ , 1

2 − δ + δkβ)
]

Both equations are written such that the terms on the right-hand side do not strongly depend on ε and δ. Now we
can simply iterate

δ = − |r| cos θ ε = |r| sin θ , (34)

in order to find the exact roots.

C. Deviated strings of any length

Now that we know how to solve two- and three-strings, we are ready to generalise our approach to strings of any
length. Consider a generic j-string,

λjαa = λjα + εjαa +
i

2
(j + 1− 2a) + iδjαa (35)

where the deviations δ and ε are real and satisfy δa = −δj+1−a, εa = εj+1−a. Furthermore, for even j, εj/2 = 0; for
odd j, εbj/2c+1 = δbj/2c+1 = 0.
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Thus, for every j-string we have to find bj/2c deviations d = ε + iδ, as well as the string center λ. Following
the logic of the three-string case, we will construct sets of equations for the norms and arguments of the deviations
separately. These equations are written in such a way that the right-hand side can be used to calculate a new guess
for the left-hand side, of which we then take the inverse function. They are thus adapted to solution by an iterative
procedure. For this to be successful, the equations are to be organised in such a way that the left-hand side varies
strongly with the quantity under consideration (be it argument, norm, or center), whereas the right-hand side varies
only weakly. Let us start with the arguments.

1. Argument of deviations

First we consider the sum of Bethe equations for two conjugate roots. The sum equation reads (again, indices j
α

are suppressed to reduce the strain on the eye)

π(Ja + Jj+1−a) = θakin − θaother − θaself (modNπ) , (36)

where

θakin := N
[
ξ(2(λ+ εa), j + 2− 2a+ 2δa) + ξ(2(λ+ εa),−j + 2a− 2δjαa)

]
(37)

θaother :=
(k,β)6=(j,α)∑

kβ

∑
1≤b≤k

ξ
(
λ− λkβ + εa − εkβb, 1 + (j − k)/2− (a− b) + (δa − δkβb)

)
+ ξ

(
λ− λkβ + εa − εkβb, 1− (j − k)/2 + (a− b)− (δa − δkβb)

)
θaself :=

j∑
b=1

ξ (εa − εb, 1− (a− b) + (δa − δb)) + ξ (εa − εb, 1 + (a− b)− (δa − δb)) .

The self-scattering term θaself contains a few terms that vary strongly with ε, δ, if these are small. Let us split these
off as

θaself = θaresidual + ξ(εa − εa−1, δa − δa−1) [if a 6= 1] + ξ(εa − εa+1,−δa + δa+1) [if a 6= j] , (38)

where the residual weakly-varying part is

θaresidual := ξ(εa − εa−1, 2− δa + δa−1) [if a 6= 1] + ξ(εa − εa+1, 2 + δa − δa+1) [if a 6= j]

+
∑

1≤b≤a−2
a+2≤b≤j−a−1

ξ(εa − εb, 1− a+ b+ δa − δb) + ξ(εa − εb, 1 + a− b− δa + δb) (39)

The strongly-varying terms are moved to the left-hand side in equation (36),

ξ(ε1 − ε2,−δ1 + δ2) = θ1 (mod 2π)
ξ(εa − εa−1, δa − δa−1) + ξ(εa − εa+1,−δa + δa+1) = θa (mod 2π) for 1 < a < j (40)

ξ(εj − εj−1, δj − δj−1) = θj (mod 2π) ,

where

θa :=− π(Ja + Jj+1−a) + θakin − θaother − θaresidual . (41)

Using ξ(ε, δ) + ξ(−ε, δ) = 0, we can sum the above equations (40) to

ξ(εa − εa+1,−δa + δa+1) =
a∑
b=1

θb (mod 2π) . (42)

Applying the inverse function of ξ on both sides, we determine εa − εa+1 and δa − δa+1 up to a common prefactor.
Note that, to be able to use equation (42), we need to determine π(Ja + Jj+1−a) modulo 2π. Here we use

Ja + Jj+1−a = 2Ja + 1 = M (mod 2) if a 6= j/2 (43)
Jj/2 + Jj/2+1 = 2Jj/2 + (1 + σ)/2 = M − (1 + σ)/2 (mod 2) if a = j/2 , (44)

where, for even j, we need to use a criterion such as (26) to determine the inner pair sign, σ := sign δj/2. We will
defer this derivation to the end of this section.
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2. Norm of deviations

To find the latter, we must consider the difference between the Bethe equations. Writing this as

1 = r2
a,kin r

−2
a,other r

−2
a,self , (45)

with

r2
a,kin :=

[
(λ+ εa)2 + (j/2− a+ δa)2

(λ+ εa)2 + (j/2− a+ 1 + δa)2

]N
r2
a,other :=

(k,β)6=(j,α)∏
kβ

∏
1≤b≤k

[
(λ− λkβ + εa − εkβb)2 + (−1 + j−k

2 − a+ b+ δa − δkβb)2

(λ− λkβ + εa − εkβb)2 + (1 + j−k
2 − a+ b+ δa − δkβb)2

]

r2
a,self :=

b6=a∏
1≤b≤j

[
(εa − εb)2 + (−1− a+ b+ δa − δb)2

(εa − εb)2 + (1− a+ b+ δa − δb)2

]
. (46)

Again, we split up the self-scattering parts,

r2
a,self = r2

a,residual

[
(εa − εa+1)2 + (δa − δa+1)2

][if a6=j]
[(εa − εa−1)2 + (δa − δa−1)2][if a6=1]

, (47)

where the residual part of the self-scattering term is

r2
a,residual :=

[(εa − εa−1)2 + (−2 + δa − δa−1)2][if a6=1]

[(εa − εa+1)2 + (2 + δa − δa+1)2][if a 6=j]

b6∈{a,a±1}∏
1≤b≤j

(εa − εb)2 + (−1− a+ b+ δa − δb)2

(εa − εb)2 + (1− a+ b+ δa − δb)2
(48)

Now we can write, in similar fashion as before,

(ε1 − ε2)2 + (δ1 − δ2)2 = r2
1[

(εa − εa+1)2 + (δa − δa+1)2

(εa − εa−1)2 + (δa − δa−1)2

]
= r2

a[
(εj − εj−1)2 + (δj − δj−1)2

]−1
= r2

j ,

and we may multiply these equations out to get the norm we sought,

(εa − εa+1)2 + (δa − δa+1)2 =
a∏
b=1

r2
b . (49)

In these equations,

r2
a := r2

a,kin r
−2
a,other r

−2
a,residual . (50)

Equations (49) and (42) completely determine εa − εa+1 and δa − δa+1. For odd j, this sequence ends at a = bj/2c,
where εa+1 = δa+1 = 0. For even j, the endpoint is at j/2, where εa = εa+1 = 0 and δa = −δa+1. In both cases
this allows us to find ε and δ themselves at the endpoint, after which all other deviations are found by summing the
differences.

For odd j, therefore, the deviations are found from

δa = −
bj/2c∑
b=a

cos
[ b∑
c=1

θc

] b∏
c=1

|rc|

εa =
bj/2c∑
b=a

sin
[ b∑
c=1

θc

] b∏
c=1

|rc| . (51)
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For even j, the value θj/2 cannot be determined as above; we must decide the width of the middle pair σ := sign δj/2
on the basis of a criterion such as (26), which we shall derive shortly. Here, the deviations are found from

δa = 1
2σ

j/2∏
c=1

|rc| −
j/2−1∑
b=a

cos
[ b∑
c=1

θc

] b∏
c=1

|rc|

εa =
j/2−1∑
b=a

sin
[ b∑
c=1

θc

] b∏
c=1

|rc| . (52)

3. Rapidities

Finally, we need an equation for the rapidities. This is found from the total sum of the string Bethe equations,
which becomes the Bethe–Takahashi equation for the string in the limit where the deviations vanish. Annoyingly, we
need to pay attention to all branch cut terms to make the correct connection with the Bethe–Takahashi equation.
The self-scattering terms all cancel, so that the total sum reads

π

j∑
a=1

Jjα,a =
j∑

a=1

θakin − θaother . (53)

The kinematic phases add up to

j∑
a=1

θakin = N

[
ξ(2λ+ 2ε1, j + 2δ1) + [if j even] ξ(2λ,−2δj/2) (54)

+
b(j−1)/2c∑
a=1

ξ(2λ+ 2εa+1, j − 2a+ 2δa+1) + ξ(2λ+ 2εa,−j + 2a− 2δa)

]

For the scattering phases, writing

ξ±ab := ξ(λjα − λkβ + εjαa − εkβb, 1± [(j − k)/2 + b− a+ δjαa − δkβb]) (55)

and using

k∑
b=1

ξ+
ab + ξ−ab = ξ−a1 + ξ−a2 + ξ+

a,k−1 + ξ+
ak +

k−2∑
b=1

ξ+
ab + ξ−a,b+2 , (56)

we can group terms together as

j∑
a=1

θaother =
(k,β)6=(j,α)∑

kβ

j∑
a=1

[
ξ−a1 + ξ−a2 + ξ+

a,k−1 + ξ+
ak +

k−2∑
b=1

ξ+
ab + ξ−a,b+2

]
. (57)

The iterative prescription for λ ≡ λjα is then

ξ(2λ+ 2ε1, j + 2δ1) + [if j even] ξ(2λ,−2δj/2) (58)

=
π

N

j∑
a=1

Jjα,a +
1
N

j∑
a=1

θaother

−
b(j−1)/2c∑
a=1

ξ(2λ+ 2εa+1, j − 2a+ 2δa+1) + ξ(2λ+ 2εa,−j + 2a− 2δa) .

These equations take the place of the Bethe–Takahashi equations when solving for a deviated string. However, to
make the connection with those, we need to establish a relationship between the various quantum numbers used. This
we can do by taking the limit as δ, ε→ 0.
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Using ξ(ε, δ) + ξ(ε,−δ) = π sign ε and ξ(ε, 0) = (π/2) sign ε, and taking the equation modulo Nπ, the kinetic phase
goes to

lim
ε→0
δ→0

j∑
a=1

θakin = N
[
atan

2λ
j

+
j − 1

2
π signλ

]
(modNπ) . (59)

For the scattering phase, we use

lim
ε→0
δ→0

j∑
a=1

k−2∑
b=1

ξ+
ab + ξ−a,b+2 = j(k − 2)π sign(λjα − λkβ) (60)

and

lim
ε→0
δ→0

[
ξ−1,2 + ξ+

1,k + ξ−j,1 + ξ+
j,k−1 +

j−1∑
a=1

(
ξ−a,1 + ξ−a+1,2 + ξ+

a,k−1 + ξ+
a+1,k

)]
= ξ(2(λjα − λkβ), |j − k|) + ξ(2(λjα − λkβ), j + k)

+ (j − k)Θ(j − k)π sign(λjα − λkβ) + 2
j+k−2∑

c=|j−k|+2

ξ(2(λjα − λkβ), c)

= (1− δj,k) atan
2(λjα − λkβ)
|k − j|

+ atan
2(λjα − λkβ)
k + j

+
[
(j − k)Θ(j − k) + 1

2δj,k
]
π sign(λjα − λkβ) (61)

+ 2
k+j−2∑

c=|k−j|+2

atan
2(λjα − λkβ)

c

where the sum over c is in steps of 2 and the Θ term derives from the cancellation of terms between k − j and j − k,
which occurs if j > k. The last equality follows because all remaining terms have positive values for the second
argument of ξ.

Observing that j(k − 2)/2 + (j − k)Θ(j − k) = jk/2−min(j, k), we may conclude that the relation between Bethe
and Bethe–Takahashi quantum numbers is, modulo N ,

j∑
a=1

Jjα,a = Ijα +N
j − 1

2
−

(k,β) 6=(j,α)∑
kβ

sign(λjα − λkβ)
{
jk

2
−min(j, k) + 1

2δj,k

}
. (62)

4. Width of innermost pair

Given relation (10) between Ja and Jj+1−a, we can use expression (62) to determine the width of the innermost
pair of an even string. Taking it modulo 2, we find

Θ(δj/2) =
1
2

[
2Ijα +N(j − 1)− j(M + 1)− j − 2−

(k,β)6=(j,α)∑
kβ

sign(λjα − λkβ) {jk − 2 min(j, k) + δj,k}
]

(mod 2) , (63)

so that with σ = 2Θ(δj/2) − 1 we have found the last ingredient needed to find the deviations of even strings by
equation (52).

D. Summary of the method

In the previous sections we have derived a number of equations for deviated strings, which can be solved by simple
iteration. One starts from a solution of the Bethe–Takahashi equations (18), giving initial locations for the string
centers. Naturally, these solutions have all deviations zero, εjαa = δjαa = 0. These values will be the initial guess.
Equations (51) or (52) then give the next guess for the deviations εjαa and δjαa, whereas equations (58) are used to
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FIG. 1: Locus of three-strings for a chain with N = 106 and M = 3. In this and all subsequent graphs, the rapidity complex
plane is represented. The straight lines are the asymptotes (65) for the branch with all three quantum numbers distinct.

obtain a new guess for the string centers λjα. This procedure can be repeated until the desired level of convergence is
achieved. Some results of this procedure are given in section A, where we present the complete solution of the Bethe
Ansatz for the Heisenberg chains of N = 8 and N = 10 sites. Complete solutions up to N = 6 can be found elsewhere
in the literature (see e.g. [39]).

IV. STRUCTURE OF STRING SOLUTIONS

Various authors have studied the fine structure of 2-string solutions, starting with Bethe himself2, and followed by
Vladimirov16 and Essler, Korepin, and Schoutens3. It is found that there are two branches of two-strings: narrow and
wide ones. The wide strings lie on a curve in the complex plane such that, with increasing real part, the imaginary
part of the roots diverges with the asymptote Imλ = ±Reλ/

√
N − 1. The narrow strings get closer to the real line

with increasing real part, and finally collapse onto it. This means that for high quantum numbers no narrow string
solutions are available. Instead, extra solutions appear with two real roots. Motivated by these results, we study the
three- and four-string case.

A. Fine structure for three-stings

Figure 1 shows the Reλ > 0 solutions for a single three-string on a chain of 106 sites. The solutions separate into
three branches, distinguished by their quantum number I (mod 3). Two of the branches, with I = 0 (mod 3) and
I = 1 (mod 3) are as good as indistinguisable for this value of N , although they are separately visible for smaller N .

Calculating the Bethe quantum numbers (J+, J0, J−) from these solutions, it is found that they follow the pattern
shown in figure 2. There are three branches of solutions, distinguished by the relations between the quantum numbers,

branch 0 J0 + 1 =J+ = J− − 1
branch 1 J0 =J+ = J− − 1 (64)
branch 2 J0 − 1 =J+ = J− − 1

Strings on the two branches for which J0 = J+ or J0 = J− shrink with Reλ. Beyond a certain point we can no longer
find a deviated three-string solution for the given quantum numbers. We conjecture that further states are made up of
a narrow-string whose two roots have equal numbers, with the third quantum number corresponding to the real root.
Further still, we expect the rapidities of states with yet higher quantum numbers to collapse onto the real axis yielding
a purely real three-string, similarly to what happens for two-strings. On the branch for which all quantum numbers
are different, string solutions continue to exist with growing Reλ, with increasing deviation. Assuming ε� λ, we can
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FIG. 2: Bethe quantum numbers (J−, J0, J+) for three-strings with increasing I(3).
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FIG. 3: Three-strings for a chain with N = 2000 and M/N = 0.4.

derive the asymptotical relation

Imλ =
Reλ√

1
3 (N − 3)

. (65)

The results given up until now studied configurations where the string under consideration was the only set of
roots. In the large-N limit, this implies that we study a system very close to saturation field. To study a system at
a magnetic field closer to zero, let us consider configurations with a single string accompanied by a number of real
roots, such that M/N = 0.4. This is numerically much more intensive as a far larger set of equations must be solved.
Therefore, only smaller systems can be considered here. Figure 3 shows the Reλ > 0 solutions for a three-string
in this case, on a chain of 2000 sites. It turns out that the overall structure is very similar to the lone-string case
considered earlier.

B. Fine structure for four-strings

Figure 4 shows the Reλ > 0 solutions for a single four-string on a chain of 106 sites. The solutions separate into
four branches, distinguished by their quantum number I (mod 4). Again, two of these branches (I = 1, 3 (mod 4))
are nearly indistinguishable.

Calculating the Bethe quantum numbers (J−2, J−1, J+1, J+2) from these solutions, it is found that they follow the
pattern shown in figure 5. There are four branches of solutions, again distinguished by the relations between the
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FIG. 4: Locus of four-strings for a chain with N = 106 and M = 4. The straight lines are the asymptotes (67).
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FIG. 5: Bethe quantum numbers (J−2, J−1, J+1, J+2) for four-strings with increasing I(4).

quantum numbers,

branch 0 J+1 = J−1 − 1 = J+2 − 2 = J−2 − 3
branch 1 J+1 = J−1 = J+2 − 1 = J−2 − 2 (66)
branch 2 J+1 = J−1 − 1 = J+2 + 1 = J−2

branch 3 J+1 = J−1 = J+2 + 2 = J−2 + 1

Assuming ε0, ε1 � λ, we can derive the asymptotical relation

Imλ =
Reλ√

N − 3±
√

2
3 (N − 3)(N − 2)

(67)

Figure 6 shows the Reλ > 0 solutions for a four-string accompanied by real roots such that M/N = 0.4, on a chain
of 2000 sites.

C. Completeness

An interesting question is the fate of string-like solutions with increasing chain length N . The analytic solution is
known only for the two-magnon sector M = 2; from N = 22 onward narrow two-strings ‘collapse’ and form pairs of
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FIG. 6: Four-strings for a chain with N = 2000 and M/N = 0.4.
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FIG. 7: Missing solutions at M = 3. Around the jumps it sporadically happens that solutions are not found, or wrong solutions
are found, depending on the convergence threshold set. The number of missing solutions turns out to fit to an empirical rule

much like equation (68), namely n
(M=3)
missing = 2(N − 2)

j√
N−1
π
− 1

2

k
.

roots on the real line, as described in [3]. The number of missing solutions equals

n
(M=2)
missing =

⌊√
N

π
− 1

2

⌋
. (68)

The method described in this chapter can shed some light on this question, as we can try and find all solutions of
the Bethe equations for a given number of magnons with increasing chain length. The number of missing solutions
then gives an upper bound to the number of non-string solutions. For M = 3, this is shown in figure 7. The situation
for M = 4 is shown in figure 8. Note that, especially around the jumps in the graphs, the number of solutions found
is rather sensitive to the degree of convergency required in iteration. This effect may shift the jumps a bit to the left
and right but the overall shape of the function is not changed.

Finally, in figure 9 we show the number of missing solutions in a single log-log graph for M between 2 and 7. It
can be seen from the plot that at every M , the number of missing solutions grows as O(NM−3/2) and exhibits jumps
on or very close to the locations dictated by the M = 2 rule (68). These numbers fit in a picture where the collapse
of narrow pairs—either only from two-strings or from higher strings as well—is the only aberration from the string
hypothesis, if one allows for deviations in the strings themselves. Of course, it would be desirable to have a method
to solve for the collapsed pairs as well, so that this statement can be checked. Since the number of higher strings is
much lower than that of two-strings, a collapse of higher strings would not make a big difference in these graphs.

This also shows that, at least at the small numbers of magnons and chain lengths considered here, the method we
describe captures the vast majority of solutions of the Bethe equations: the number of highest-weight solutions is

n
(M)
total =

(
N
M

)
−
(
N

M−1

)
= O

(
NM

M !

)
so that the fraction of missing solutions scales as

n
(M)
missing

n
(M)
total

= O
(
N−3/2

M !

)
.
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FIG. 9: Log-log plot of number of missing solutions at M ∈ {2 . . . 7}.

D. Scaling of deviations

The string hypothesis states that deviations should decrease with increasing chain length as O(e−cN ) for some
constant c. In figure 10 the average deviation of string solutions is shown, where the average is taken over all solutions
(including real roots) and the magnitude of deviation for a single string is given by

d :=
nj∑
a=1

δ2
a + ε2a . (69)

Remarkably, the curves for all values of M collapse onto that of M = 2, if the average deviations are divided by∑nj−1
l=1 l. The string hypothesis suggests that such an average should decrease as a sum of exponentials; the curve is

consistent with this.
We can also check the string hypothesis directly: if we keep λ approximately fixed (of course we are limited in our

choice for λ, bounded as we are by having to find an actual solution of the Bethe equations) we see that the deviation
δ indeed decreases exponentially with increasing N . This is shown in figure 11.

However, if we do not hold the string center constant but instead consider the behaviour of the most outward string,
we see that its deviation in fact increases with N , as shown in figure 12. This is because the string center of the
peripheral string increases with N as well.

E. Deviation of peripheric strings

Let us parametrise the deviations as follows. For the roots in an j-string,

λa = λ+
i

2
(j + 1− 2a) + da (70)
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FIG. 11: Exponential decrease with chain length N of the δ and ε of three-string solutions with 15.9925 < Reλ < 15.9975 at
M = 3.

where da := iδa + εa. For the central root or pair,

δ(j+1)/2 = ε(j+1)/2 = 0 for j odd

εj/2 = 0 for j even (71)

Furthermore, as the roots are grouped in pairs of conjugates,

dj−a = d∗a (72)

In the Bethe equation for a given root, the scattering phase features a product over the other roots of the string,

Ra :=
b6=a∏
b

da − db + (b− a+ 1)i
da − db + (b− a− 1)i

(73)

To lowest order in d, for a 6= 1, j,

Ra ≈ −
[
da − da−1

da − da+1

] ∏b6=a−1
b (b− a+ 1)i∏b 6=a+1
b (b− a− 1)i

=
[
da−1 − da
da − da+1

]
(j − a+ 1)(j − a)

a(a− 1)
. (74)

For a = 1 or a = j,

R1 ≈ −i
j(j − 1)
d1 − d2

Rj ≈ −i
dj − dj−1

−j(1− j)
(75)
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FIG. 12: Increase with chain length N of the δ and ε of peripheral three-string solutions. The horizontal deviation ε, which
appears to saturate, in fact keeps growing.

Thus, starting from a = 1, we can successively construct the differences

da+1 − da = −i j(j − a)
a

[
a∏
b=1

Kb

][
a−1∏
b=1

j − b
b

]2

. (76)

where Ka is given by the other factors in the Bethe equation,

Ka :=
[
λ+ (j + 2− 2a)i/2
λ+ (j − 2a)i/2

]−N (kβ)6=(jα)∏
kβb

[
λ− λkβb + (j + 3− 2a)i/2

λ− λkβb + (j − 1− 2a)i/2

]
; (77)

the product is understood to run over all complex roots not belonging to the same string.
For odd j, we can use d(j+1)/2 = 0 and sum over the differences to get

db = −
(j−1)/2∑
a=b

j(j − a)
a

(
j − 1
a− 1

)2 a∏
c=1

Kc for b ≤ (j − 1)/2 , (78)

For even j, we have Re dj/2 = 0 and therefore dj/2 = −dj/2+1. We now have, for b ≤ j/2− 1,

db =
i

2

j( j − 1
j/2− 1

)2 j/2∏
c=1

Kc

− i j/2−1∑
a=b

[
j(j − a)

a

(
j − 1
a− 1

)2 a∏
c=1

Kc

]
(79)

The behaviour of Ka for large N and λ depends on the order in which we take the limits. In particular, let us
consider the limit for large λ, i.e. a string center far removed from the origin, while the other rapidities remain small.
Then, limλ→∞Ka = 1 and, for odd j,

lim
λ→∞

db = −i
(j−1)/2∑
a=b

j(j − a)
a

(
j − 1
a− 1

)2

(80)

Note that this number is of order unity and independent of the chain length N . This order of limits is relevant for
instance when we consider the limit to large N at a fixed magnetisation density M/N , as in that case the number of
rapidities grows with N . Then, assuming a constant rapidity density, strings on the periphery will always be strongly
deviated.

V. SYMMETRIC AND SINGULAR STATES

If the Bethe–Takahashi quantum numbers are distributed symmetrically around zero, then so are the rapidities.
Such symmetric states merit special attention. The simplest example is the ground state, which has already been
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discussed. Since all the rapidities are then real, no problem is encountered. In the presence of bound states, the
situation becomes more complicated. In a symmetric state, if the quantum number of a string is zero, then its center
is also zero. Superimposing two higher strings of length differing by an even integer (e.g. a 2-string and a 4-string, or
a 3-string and a 7-string) means that pairs of rapidities coincide in the pure string hypothesis. String deformations,
as we will see, regularize these situations and give allowable eigenstates. As we will discuss in this section, it turns out
to distinguish two classes of symmetric states: those with only strings, and those which include even strings. Again,
we concentrate on the isotropic chain, although similar issues exist also in the XXZ chain.

A. Multiple symmetric odd strings

In a symmetric state with more than one odd string at the origin, the solution of the Bethe–Takahashi equations is
not a valid state: since there are two or more roots present at the origin, the exclusion principle is violated. However,
if we take the deviations into account, this problem does not arise: the two roots that coincide in the limit are
actually separated. As an example, we will show the solution for the simplest case where this problem arises: the
symmetric state with one three-string and one real root at the origin, I(3) = 0 and I(1) = 0. Defining the rapidities
λ±i = ±(i+ δ), λ−0 = −λ+0 > 0, we find from the difference of Bethe equations that J+i = −J−i = (N −1)/2 (where
also J−i = J+i + 1 (modN)). The quantum numbers for the real roots in the complex must be half-integer, opposite,
and as small as possible, leading to J±0 = ±1/2.

The fixed points of the iterative equations for the deviations as given in section III, however, are repulsive in this
case; therefore we need to either use another method (such as Newton–Raphson) or rewrite the iterative equations.
An easy prescription that works is to take the sum of the equations for the positive-real and positive-imaginary root,
which gives

λ′ + i(1 + δ′) = tan
[
N − 1

2
(
atan 2λ+ i atanh(2 + 2δ)

)
− θother

2

]
, (81)

where, in the presence of other roots,

θother :=
λβ 6∈{±λ,±i(1+δ)}∑

β

atan(λ− λβ) + atan(i+ iδ − λβ) . (82)

The full solution has no coinciding roots and the wave functions are regular Bethe wave functions. The roots do,
however, tend to grow very close as the chain length increases, leading to numerical problems: at more than 40 sites
machine precision is too low to find an acceptable result (see figure 13). However, for smaller chains it is already
clear that the values are exponentially decreasing. For large N , inserting the assumption λ� 1, δ � 1 in the Bethe
equation, we note that by symmetry of the set {λβ}, the contribution of the other roots is the real number 0 < F < 1
given by

F =
λβ 6∈{±λ,±i(1+δ)}∏

β

|λβ |√
λ2
β + 1/4

. (83)

This way we get

λ =

√
12
F
· 3−N/2 δ =

24(N − 1)
F

· 3−Ne−iΦ , (84)

proving that the opposite real roots are exponentially close to each other, but can be pushed further apart in the
presence of a macroscopic number of down spins (i.e. at low magnetic fields).

In this approximation, the reduced Bethe equations that must be satisfied by the remaining roots are

N atan 2λj − 2 atanλj − atanλj/2 = π(Jj + 1
2 ) +

M−4∑
k=1

atan(λj − λk) (modπ) , (85)

if we order the rapidities such that the last four are the set {±0,±i}.
The energy associated to the four roots {±0,±i} equals, for large N ,

E{±0,±i} = −8/3 . (86)
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FIG. 13: Comparison of the values λ (squares), δ (circles), in the absence of other roots, calculated by iteration of equation (81)
and by the large-N approximation (84) (lines). The plot is limited to those values for which the iteration procedure remains
within machine precision. It is seen that even for short chains, the large-N approximation yields very good results.

B. Singular pair states at M = 2

Here, besides superimposing pairs of even-length strings at the origin (which we will not discuss here; their treatment
would extend the present section, and could be addressed by adopting a similar logic to that used for superimposed
odd-length strings in the previous section), we encounter a fundamentally different type of singular states, due to the
presence of roots at the points ±i/2. At this point, the Bethe equations are singular; moreover, the singularity in the
kinetic phase is stronger than in the usual case for a string, O

(
e∓N log δ

)
instead of O

(
e±N

)
. This would suggest that

this divergence cannot be countered in the usual way by the divergence in the scattering phase. Yet, if we carefully
consider the way in which we take the limit λ± → ±i/2, we shall see that we get a bona fide solution of the Bethe
equations.

Note that the problem of singular states also arises in the XXZ model at ‘root of unity’ values for the anisotropy pa-
rameter, as was shown by Fabricius and McCoy31,32: indeed, the exact complete N -strings of those articles correspond
to the singular strings discussed here.

It was noted in [2,3] that, in the M = 2 sector, the wave function corresponding to the roots ±i/2 is

χ±i/2(j1, j2) = (−1)j1δj1+1,j2 + (−1)j2δj1+N,j2+1 . (87)

Here we have made the periodicity of the chain explicit; note that it is essential that N is even for this state to
exist. We shall see that if we take the limit λ± → ±i/2 along the path prescribed by the Bethe equations, we recover
the wave function (87).

Consider λ± := ε± i(1 + 2δ)/2. We will take the limit ε→ 0, δ → 0. As of yet, the signs of δ and ε are unspecified.
To first order, the kinetic phase satisfies

eik+ = eiRe k+e− Im k+ = δ − iε , (88)

so that e− Im k+ =
√
δ2 + ε2, eiRe k+ =

√
δ−iε
δ+iε . The scattering phase has (here, we denote Φ(k+, k−) = φ(λ+ − λ−))

tan Φ(k+, k−)/2 = i(1− 2eiΦ(k+,k−)) = λ+ − λ− = i(1 + 2δ) ; (89)

thus eiΦ = −δ. Looking at the Bethe equations we now see

eik+N = −eiΦ(k+,k−) ⇒ (δ − iε)N = δ . (90)

so that we must have |ε| � |δ|; from which we deduce

(−i)N εN = δ e− Im k+ = |ε| eiRe k+ = i (91)

We see that, for ε and δ both to be real, we need N even. Furthermore,

sign δ = (−1)N/2. (92)
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Let us turn our attention to the wave function. We write χ(±i/2)(j1, j2) = χ+
sign δ−χ

−
sign δ where, for later convenience,

we have defined

χ+
a (j1, j2) :=

|ε|=(aδ)1/N

lim
δ→0

eik+j1+ik−j2eiΦ/2 (93)

χ−a (j1, j2) :=
|ε|=(aδ)1/N

lim
δ→0

eik−j1+ik+j2e−iΦ/2 . (94)

Inserting the first-order values just found,

χ±a (j1, j2) = eiRe k(j1+j2)e∓ Im k(j1−j2)e∓iΦ/2 = ij1+j2(aδ)±(j1−j2)/N (−δ)±1/2

so that

χ+
a (j1, j2) = −(aδ)1/Nδ−1/2

[
a−1(−1)N/2+j2δj1+N,j2+1 +O (δ)

]
(95)

χ−a (j1, j2) = −(aδ)1/Nδ−1/2
[
(−1)j1δj1+1,j2 +O (δ)

]
(96)

We see that the prefactor, though divergent, is independent of position and therefore can be included in the normal-
ization of the wave function χ+

sign δ − χ
−
sign δ. Due to (92), it has the correct periodicity; we recover (87).

We did not have so specify the sign of ε in this derivation; it turns out that we can choose whether to approach the
limit from the left or from the right half-plane.

We find the values of the quantum numbers when we consider the sum of the Bethe equations, viz.

π(J+ + J−) = lim
δ→0

N [atan(2ε+ i(1 + 2δ)) + atan(2ε− i(1 + 2δ))]

= N sign ε lim
δ→0

sign δ atan |δ|−1+1/N = Nπ/2 (modNπ) , (97)

so that the Bethe quantum numbers for the singular state at M = 2 are the half-integers

J+ = 1
4 [±N − (2−N mod 4)] J− = 1

4 [±N + (2−N mod 4)] (98)

in agreement with (92). The sign of these quantum numbers is not uniquely determined: it equals the sign of ε we
chose in the limiting procedure.

Naturally, the Bethe–Takahashi quantum number corresponding to a single two-string at the origin is I(2) = 0.

C. Singular pair states at M = 3

For M = 3, one singular state is already known: the M = 2 state we just found, with an extra rapidity at infinity
(i.e., momentum at zero). However, another choice for the momentum that respects the lattice inversion symmetry is
k3 = π (mod 2π) (i.e., λ3 = 0). Let us use λ± = ε± i(1 + 2δ)/2 and |ε| � |δ| again.

The Bethe equation for λ+ yields [
ε+ iδ

ε+ i(1 + δ)

]N
= −eiΦ13

[
δ

1 + δ

]
(99)

As λ3 → 0, λ+ → i/2, we have eiΦ13 = e−iΦ23 = 1/3, so that, to first order, (−iε)N = −δei(Φ13−Φ23)/2, and it turns
out that we have to set sign δ = (−1)1+N/2.

Given this limiting procedure, we can now write the wave function as

χ(j1, j2, j3) ∝
[
χ+
a (j1, j2)− χ−a (j1, j2)

]
eik3j3ei(Φ13+Φ23)/2 (100)

+
[
χ+
a (j2, j3)− χ−a (j2, j3)

]
eik3j1e−i(Φ13+Φ23)/2

+
[
χ+
a (j1, j3)ei(Φ13−Φ23)/2 − χ−a (j1, j3)e−i(Φ13−Φ23)/2

]
eik3j2 ,

where a = (−1)1+N/2ei(Φ13−Φ23)/2.
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Because the js are ordered, χ+ is zero unless its arguments are j1 and jM , and χ− vanishes in that case only. Using
eik3 = −1 and the values from equations (95), (96), with the common prefactors divided out,

χ−a (j1, j2) = (−1)j1δj1+1,j2 (101)

χ+
a (j1, j2) = −e−i(Φ13−Φ23)/2(−1)j2δj1+N,j2+1 ,

we find that the wave function equals

χ(±i/2,0)(j1, j2, j3) (102)

∝ (−1)j3χ−1 (j1, j2) + (−1)j1χ−1 (j2, j3) + (−1)j2χ+
1 (j1, j3)

∝ (−1)j3+j1δj1+1,j2 + (−1)j1+j2δj2+1,j3 + (−1)j2+j3δj1+N,j3+1 .

Note that this wave function can be formed by simply creating a down spin of momentum π on top of the M = 2
singular state.

The Bethe quantum numbers are

J+ = 1
4 [±N − (N mod 4)] J0 = 0 J− = 1

4 [±N + (N mod 4)]. (103)

The Bethe–Takahashi quantum numbers are

I(1) = 0 I(2) = 0 . (104)

D. Singular pair states at M = 4

Consider M = 4 and λ± := ε ± i(1 + 2δ). Apart from the solutions we just found, extended with the appropriate
number of infinite rapidities, we can find a few more.

Note that for finite nonzero lambda, by symmetry, λ3 = −λ4 =: λ. The Bethe equation for λ+ now gives

δ = (−1)N/2e−i(Φ13+Φ14)εN . (105)

By symmetry, Φ13 + Φ14 = −Φ23 − Φ24 =: Φ/2 and the wave function can be written

χ(j1, j2, j3, j4) = (106)

χ−
(−1)N/2eiΦ

(j1, j2)
[
eik(j3−j4)eiΦ34/2 − eik(j4−j3)e−iΦ34/2

]
+ eiΦχ+

(−1)N/2eiΦ
(j1, j4)

[
eik(j2−j3)eiΦ34/2 − eik(j3−j2)e−iΦ34/2

]
+ χ−

(−1)N/2eiΦ
(j3, j4)

[
eik(j1−j2)eiΦ34/2 − eik(j2−j1)e−iΦ34/2

]
+ χ−

(−1)N/2eiΦ
(j2, j3)

[
eik(j1−j4)eiΦ34/2eiΘ − eik(j4−j1)e−iΦ34/2e−iΘ

]
where an extra phase factor has to be introduced for the terms in which the sites associated to λ3, λ4 surround the
sites associated to the string,

Θ := 1
2 (Φ13 + Φ23 − Φ14 − Φ24) = 2 atan 2

3λ+ 2 atan 2λ . (107)

The Bethe equation for λ can be reduced, using symmetry and the values λ± = ±i/2, to

(N − 2) atan 2λ− atan 2
3λ = πJ3 . (108)

For J3 < (N − 3)/2, the solutions of (108) are real and the Bethe–Takahashi quantum numbers are I(2) = 0 and
I

(1)
2 = −I(1)

1 = J3. For J3 = (N − 2)/2, λ is imaginary; this configuration can be identified as a deviated four-string
with I(4) = 0.

The Bethe quantum numbers associated with λ± are the same as in the M = 2 cases.
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E. Singular pair states at general M

We will now generalise the approach of the last sections. Again, we only consider highest-weight states. Consider
a configuration of M roots, two of which form a singular two-string, λ± := ε ± i

2 (1 − 2δ). The other roots must
be distributed symmetrically; the total momentum is π for even M , and 0 for odd M . For ease of notation, let the
number of non-singular nonzero roots be M̃ := M−2−(M mod 2); we’ll indicate the particle at k0 = π with the index
0, and the two singular roots with ±. The set is ordered +,−, 0, 1 . . . M̃ , such that we always have ka = −kM̃−a+1
for a > 0.

The Bethe equation for λ+ gives

δ = εN (−1)N/2(−1)M
M̃∏
β=0

e−iΦ1β , (109)

where Φ10 is understood to be zero if M even.
Consider the Bethe wave function (5). There will be one nonzero term with χ+: the one involving χ+(j1, jM ). This

term has a nontrivial scattering with the singular string, equal to e−i(
PM
β=0 Φ+β−Φ−β); again, this cancels against the

factor that arises taking the limit as above.
Another nontrivial scattering phase occurs when the sites jp, jp+1 = jp + 1 are surrounded by a pair of sites

associated with opposite momenta, yielding a phase

Θβ := Φ(k+, kβ) + Φ(k−, kβ)− Φ(k+,−kβ)− Φ(k−,−kβ)
= −2[Φ(k+, |kβ |) + Φ(k−, |kβ |)] , (110)

for b ≤ M̃/2.
Moreover, only such permutations need be retained in the sum as make it possible for the sites involved in the

singular complex to be adjacent. With these considerations, the Bethe wave function becomes

χ±i/2,{k}({j}) ∝
∑
P

(−1)[P]
[
(−1)jP(+)δP(−),1+P(+)δjP(+)+1,j1+P(+) (111)

+ (−1)j1+P(+)δ1+P(−),M+P(+)δjP(+)+N,j1+P(+)+1

]
×

× ei
PM̃
n=0

h
knjPn+ 1

2

PPm>Pn
0≤m≤M̃

Φmn
i

× ei
PM̃/2
n=1 [Φ(k+,|kn|)+Φ(k−,|kn|)][1+sign(P(+)−Pn) sign(P(M̃−n+1)−P(−))] .

Note that, for convenience, the permutations P are the inverse of those in the earlier expression for the Bethe wave
function (5). The permutation P is understood to be a map from {+,−, 0, 1 . . . M̃} to {1 . . .M}.

We can make this expression slightly less ugly by splitting up the permutation P such that P = P+,aP−,(a+1)Qa
where the permutation Qa maps {0, 1 . . . M̃} to {1 . . . a− 1, a+ 2 . . .M}. Note that [Qa] = [P]; this separation is
possible because the Kronecker symbols in the sum select only those permutations that map +,− onto the neighbours
a, a+ 1. Thus, the general Bethe wave function in the presence of a singular string reads

χ±i/2,{k}({j}) ∝
1...N∑
a

[
(−1)jaδja+1,ja+1 + (−1)ja+1δja+N,ja+1+1

]
×

×
∑
Qa

(−1)[Qa]e
i

PM̃
n=1

h
knjQn+ 1

2

PQm>Qn
0≤m≤M̃

Φmn
i
× (112)

× e i2
PM̃
n=1[Φ(k+,|kn|)+Φ(k−,|kn|)][1−sign(a−Qn) sign(a−Q(M̃−n+1))] .

The reduced Bethe equations that must be satisfied by the remaining roots are

(N − 1) atan 2λj − atan 2
3λj = πJj +

M̃∑
k=1

atan(λj − λk) (modπ) . (113)

The Bethe quantum numbers J+, J− are those of the M = 2 case (for M even) or the M = 3 case (for M odd).
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F. Energy of singular pair

In computing the energy contribution of the singular pair ±i/2 we have to be careful to take the correct limit (109)
arising from the Bethe equations. In this limit, the imaginary deviation is negligible compared to the real deviation,
so that we may set λ± = ε± i/2. The energy contribution of the singular pair is then always

E{i/2,−i/2} = −1 . (114)

G. Validity of singular pair states

It has been argued by Siddharthan28 (on the basis of numerically calculated energies) and Noh et al.30 (by symmetry
considerations) that singular pair states such as we just discussed, though they are solutions to the Bethe equations,
do not (or not always) represent eigenstates of the Heisenberg model. However, we have shown above that they are
valid solutions; moreover, we have checked the solutions of states found in this way against complete diagonalisation
at N = 6, N = 8 and N = 10, and find perfect agreement.

As for the former article, the author finds six singular states for N = 6, M = 3, where only two are allowed by
symmetry; it is therefore not surprising that four of those states are not eigenstates. The author fails to take the Bethe
equations for the singular roots themselves correctly into account, and therefore finds too many solutions. Considering
the latter article, the situation with parity and translation symmetry is somewhat more subtle. It is considered in the
next section, where it is used to prove that matrix elements of local operators with respect to the ground state and a
singular pair state vanish.

H. Form factors for singular pair states vanish

In the case of singular pair states, the reduced determinant expressions for correlators35 become degenerate. How-
ever, we can show that the form factors must vanish in this case with the following simple argument, based on their
symmetry properties under lattice shifts and inversion.

1. Translation symmetry

All singular states have a symmetric rapidity distribution, which implies their total momentum must be either 0 or
π. The former implies symmetry under lattice shifts, and corresponds to the case with an odd number of finite roots
aside from ±i/2. The latter implies antisymmetry when shifting the lattice by one site, and corresponds to the case
where there is an even number of such roots.

2. Parity symmetry

Let us now turn our attention to the symmetry properties under lattice inversion (the parity operation). Under
parity, the wave function χ{λ}(j1 . . . jM ) is taken to χ{λ}(N − jM + 1 . . . N − j1 + 1). Inserting this in the Bethe wave
function, we get

χ{k}(N − jM + 1 . . . N − j1 + 1)

= ei
P
α kα(N+1)A0

∑
P

(−1)[P]e
1
2 i

P
α<β Φ(kPα, kPβ) ei

P
α−kPαjM−α (115)

= ei
P
α kα(N+1)A0

∑
P

(−1)[P]e
1
2 i

P
α<β Φ(−kP(M−α),−kP(M−β)) ei

P
α−kP(M−α)jα ,

Now let us set k′M−α := −kα, so that

χ{k}(N − jM + 1 . . . N − j1 + 1) (116)

= ei
P
α kα(N+1)A0

∑
P

(−1)[P]e
1
2 i

P
α<β Φ(k′VPV , k

′
VPV) ei

P
α k
′
VPVjα ,
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where V is the inversion permutation, such that VPV = M −P(M − α). Realising that [VPV] = [P], we see that we
recover the Bethe wave function for the set of momenta {k′}, with a prefactor ei

P
α kα(N+1) = ei

P
α kα . Therefore,

a Bethe wave function with {k} = {−k} is either symmetric (if
∑
α kα = 0) or antisymmetric (if

∑
α kα = π) under

parity; conversely, if a state χ{k} is an eigenfunction of parity at eigenvalue v, we must have χ{k} = vχ{−k}.
Consider, however, a singular Bethe wave function; take for instance χ±i/2(j1, j2) = (−1)j1δj1,j2 +(−1)j2δj1+N,j2+1.

It is easily seen that this state is symmetric under parity, but antisymmetric under a single-site shift. In [30] this is
taken to be a contradiction, implying that singular states cannot be Bethe states. However, even though {λ} = {−λ},
the momenta for the singular pair are k± = π/2± i∞; the limit that needs to be taken to arrive as this point is such
that at no point λ− = −λ+ except at the limit itself. The opposite momenta k± = −π/2 ± i∞ yield, in the limit,
the same wave function; but {k} 6= {−k} and therefore the assumption leading to the symmetry relation above is not
satisfied for singular Bethe states.

Applying the above argument to the singular-state wave function of (112), we see that lattice inversion takes the
finite momenta to their opposites; but the part of the wave function corresponding to the singular pair is taken
to itself. (Note that the extra scattering factor for opposite momenta surrounding a pair does not change, as the
property of surrounding something is invariant under parity). Thus the eigenvalue under parity from a singular state
is −ei

P
α kα . Indeed, for a general singular state, symmetry under shifts implies antisymmetry under parity and vice

versa.

3. Symmetry and form factors

For the general study of dynamics using all important excited states34,35,40 it is essential to be able to determine
all required matrix elements of local spin operators (form factors). It is easy to show that form factors of singular
states with the ground state vanish. Consider an even singular state, i.e. of momentum π. The ground state for even
M has momentum 0. Therefore, the only possibly nonvanishing form factor operates at momentum π,

Fαπ (GS, {±i/2, λ}) = 〈GS|
∑
j

(−1)jSαj |{±i/2, λ}〉 . (117)

As we have shown, the state |{±i/2, λ}〉 is symmetric under parity. Since N is even, the state
∑
j(−1)jSαj |{±i/2, λ}〉

is antisymmetric under parity. But the ground state |GS〉 is symmetric; therefore, their overlap (which is the form
factor) must be zero. The converse argument holds when we consider odd singular states; again, the form factor is
zero.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed a method allowing us to find an extended class of solutions of the Bethe equations
in the complex plane, by calculating deviations to the string-hypothesis solution. For fixed M at increasing N , the
fraction of solutions that cannot be found decreases algebraically with the number of sites and factorially with the
number of magnons. The behaviour of the number of missing solutions suggests that collapsing pairs are the only
source of failure of the string picture in this regime. The average deviation of the string hypothesis is found to decrease
with N , but it is not exponential in all cases. If the number of magnons becomes macroscopic, i.e. when the field
becomes small, we expect that the method becomes more difficult to implement, as can be expected from general
arguments (see e.g. [10]).

We have also shown that singular states exist whenever a symmetric configuration includes an even string at the
origin, leading to a singularity in the Bethe equations. These states are generalisations of the M = 2 singular state
that had been known for a long time. We also show that, in contrast to what is claimed in the literature, these states
can be seen as legitimate solutions to the Bethe equations, as long as the limit is taken in the correct way. We have
also shown that all states in this class have zero form factors for local spin operators, and can therefore be ignored in
the calculation of zero-temperature correlation functions of local spins. We have not yet investigated cases in which
either a four- or higher even string is present at the origin in a symmetric state, nor the case of superimposed pairs of
even or odd strings at the origin. Yet another class of special solutions arises when a symmetric configuration includes
two odd-length strings at the origin. Both of these last two situations lead to solutions with pairs of roots that are
exponentially close to each other as N becomes large, without violating the exclusion principle. Form factors and
norms for these states exist and are nonzero, but are hard to calculate due to the exponential degeneracy. We leave
all of these for future work.
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2J 2Ij λ E0

1. 0 01 0 −2

2. −2 −21 −0.207106781186548 −1.70710678118655

3. 2 21 0.207106781186548 −1.70710678118655

4. −4 −41 −0.5 −1

5. 4 41 0.5 −1

6. −6 −61 −1.20710678118655 −0.292893218813452

7. 6 61 1.20710678118655 −0.292893218813452

TABLE I: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 8, M = 1

In summary, we have presented sets of equations allowing to obtain eigenstates of the Heisenberg chain beyond
the traditional string hypothesis. These results are of importance in particular for the calculation of dynamical
correlation functions of finite chains, where form factors depend sensitively on deviations from pure strings. On a
more formal level, although the state counting can be categorized using partitioning of rapidities in pure strings, the
actual solutions to the Bethe equations can differ substantially from the string hypothesis, and can do so in very
elaborate ways (especially for the higher strings which we consider here). We hope that the present work will provide
stimulation for an eventual more faithful and representative classification of solutions to the Bethe equations.
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APPENDIX A: COMPLETE BETHE ANSATZ SOLUTIONS OF FINITE CHAINS

In tables I–IV we give the rapidities for all highest-weight eigenstates of the isotropic Heisenberg chain at 8 sites,
except the reference state (which has no rapidities). Lower-weight states can be formed by adding the appropriate
number of infinite rapidities. Similarly, tables V–X contain the results for 10 sites.

At this size, the model is easily completely diagonalisable and therefore we do not need the Bethe Ansatz to solve
it. However, while constructing the complete solution from the Bethe Ansatz solutions is easy for this number of
particles, mapping the exactly diagonalised wave functions to solutions of the Bethe equations is not. Therefore,
we believe it valuable to have an exhaustive list at hand. The solutions are found by the methods of section III.
The quantum numbers are determined from the rapidities, thereby providing a valuable check on their accuracy as
solutions to the Bethe equations. We have also checked these solutions against a complete diagonalisation, and found
full agreement. One thing one can easily see is that these solutions neatly satisfy the classification in terms of the
string hypothesis: the states can be associated one-to-one with string states, with small but significant deviations,
and with quantum numbers that satisfy the bound (20).

1 W. Heisenberg, Z. Phys. 49, 619 (1928).
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8 M. Takahashi and M. Suzuki, Phys. Lett. A 41, 81 (1972).
9 M. Takahashi and M. Suzuki, Prog. Th. Phys. 48, 2187 (1972).
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11 L. D. Faddeev and L. A. Takhtajan, Phys. Lett. A 85, 375 (1981).
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13 F. Woynarovich, J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 15, 2985 (1982).
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2J 2Ij λ E0

1. −1 1 −11 11 −0.114121737195075 0.114121737195075 −3.80193773580484

2. −1 −3 −11 −31 −0.0820036908620831 −0.359101081059097 −3.26703509836137

3. 1 −3 11 −31 0.130438947345799 −0.378439593963216 −3.14412280563537

4. −1 3 −11 31 −0.130438947345799 0.378439593963216 −3.14412280563537

5. 1 3 11 31 0.082003690862083 0.359101081059097 −3.26703509836137

6. −1 −5 −11 −51 −0.0539607683954299 −0.914799098278114 −2.43701602444882

7. 1 −5 11 −51 0.155070403217499 −0.949571172389941 −2.25865202250415

8. −1 5 −11 51 −0.155070403217499 0.949571172389941 −2.25865202250415

9. 1 5 11 51 0.0539607683954298 0.914799098278114 −2.43701602444882

10. −3 3 −31 31 −0.398736694441202 0.398736694441202 −2.44504186791263

11. −3 −5 −31 −51 −0.288675134594813 −0.866025403784438 −2

12. −3 5 −31 51 −0.428405998277582 0.985143205784529 −1.56298397555118

13. 3 −5 31 −51 0.428405998277582 −0.985143205784529 −1.56298397555118

14. 3 5 31 51 0.288675134594813 0.866025403784438 −2

15. −5 5 −51 51 −1.03826069828617 1.03826069828617 −0.753020396282533

16. 3 5 02 ±0.5i −1

17. −5 −5 −22 −0.415344339607922 ± 0.499530117286392i −0.855877194364632

18. 5 5 22 0.415344339607923 ± 0.499530117286392i −0.855877194364631

19. −7 −5 −42 −0.951136103880144 ± 0.544496295465675i −0.474312879134482

20. 5 7 42 0.951136103880144 ± 0.544496295465675i −0.474312879134482

TABLE II: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 8, M = 2. There are 15 states with all real solutions, and 5 with a
single two-string.

1. 0 −2 2 01 −21 21 0 −0.263913376890051 0.263913376890051 −5.12841906384458

2. 0 −2 −4 01 −21 −41 0.0537192218681322 −0.193583000298505 −0.650848824168377 −4.45873850889483

3. 0 2 −4 01 21 −41 0.0238176981350052 0.288834213916909 −0.720503071221302 −4.14514837392072

4. −2 2 −4 −21 21 −41 −0.209705666535535 0.306323520147911 −0.681661096925392 −3.85463767971846

5. 0 −2 4 01 −21 41 −0.0238176981350052 −0.288834213916909 0.720503071221302 −4.14514837392072

6. 0 2 4 01 21 41 −0.0537192218681322 0.193583000298505 0.650848824168377 −4.45873850889483

7. −2 2 4 −21 21 41 −0.306323520147911 0.209705666535536 0.681661096925392 −3.85463767971846

8. 0 −4 4 01 −41 41 0 −0.763017839489689 0.763017839489689 −3.20163967572341

9. −2 −4 4 −21 −41 41 −0.232643790002621 −0.723239730965897 0.793819433881308 −2.85892354971026

10. 2 −4 4 21 −41 41 0.232643790002621 −0.793819433881308 0.723239730965896 −2.85892354971026

11. 0 4 4 01 02 0 ±0.5i −3

12. 0 −6 −4 01 −22 0.0888359485197147 −0.620939972021564 ± 0.511033534711325i −2.62837842688306

13. 0 4 6 01 22 −0.0888359485197147 0.620939972021564 ± 0.511033534711325i −2.62837842688306

14. −2 4 4 −21 02 −0.278658967238795 0.116265462834909 ± 0.499999922966273i −2.51268320306387

15. 2 −4 −4 21 02 0.278658967238795 −0.116265462834909 ± 0.499999922966273i −2.51268320306387

16. −4 4 4 −41 02 −0.771265809851148 0.213409859292069 ± 0.499994150006002i −1.54839403704422

17. 4 −4 −4 41 02 0.771265809851148 −0.213409859292069 ± 0.499994150006002i −1.54839403704422

18. −2 −6 −4 −21 −22 −0.139811316778799 −0.550392917633605 ± 0.50687006912391i −2.59696828323732

19. 2 −6 −4 21 −22 0.347810384779931 −0.673905192389966 ± 0.514426127068346i −2

20. −4 −6 −4 −41 −22 −0.595672174122518 −0.314924940488343 ± 0.500176262487235i −1.73454728842451

21. 4 −6 −4 41 −22 0.865745241274482 −0.740655728477336 ± 0.519219952109156i −1.10730664234478

22. −2 4 6 −21 22 −0.347810384779931 0.673905192389965 ± 0.514426127068346i −2

23. 2 4 6 21 22 0.139811316778799 0.550392917633605 ± 0.50687006912391i −2.59696828323731

24. −4 4 6 −41 22 −0.865745241274482 0.740655728477336 ± 0.519219952109156i −1.10730664234478

25. 4 4 6 41 22 0.595672174122519 0.314924940488342 ± 0.500176262487235i −1.73454728842451

26. 6 0 10 03 ±1.00092282114108i 0 −0.669941260432018

27. −8 −4 −6 −23 −0.615758454071295 ± 0.988145332430968i −0.631196681886563 −0.554274006757972

28. 6 4 8 23 0.615758454071295 ± 0.988145332430968i 0.631196681886563 −0.554274006757972

TABLE III: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 8, M = 3. There are 10 solutions with all reals, 15 with one
two-string, and 3 with a single three-string. We give both Bethe J and Bethe–Takahashi I quantum numbers. The latter are
subscripted by the length of the string for which they are quantum numbers.

16 A. A. Vladimirov, Phys. Lett. 105A, 418 (1984).
17 A. N. Kirillov, J. Sov. Math. 30, 2298 (1985).
18 A. N. Kirillov, J. Sov. Math. 36, 115 (1987).
19 A. Klümper and J. Zittarz, Z. Phys. B 71, 495 (1988).
20 A. Klümper and J. Zittarz, Z. Phys. B 75, 371 (1989).
21 K. Isler and M. B. Paranjape, Phys. Lett. B 319, 209 (1993).
22 G. Jüttner and B. D. Dörfel, J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 26, 3105 (1993).
23 G. Jüttner and M. Karowski, Nucl. Phys. B 430, 615 (1994).
24 V. Tarasov and A. Varchenko, International Mathematics Research Notes p. 637 (1995).
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2J 2Ij λ E0

1. −1 1 −3 3 −11 11 −31 31 −0.129472946374929 0.129472946374929 −0.525012102223667 0.525012102223667 −5.65109340893718

2. −1 1 3 5 −11 11 02 −0.142469067830567 0.142469067830566 ±0.5i −4.69962814827532

3. −1 −3 3 5 −11 −31 02 −0.147012611196141 −0.557070238574442 0.352041424885292 ± 0.500558169643331i −3.61803398874989

4. 1 −3 3 5 11 −31 02 0.121186177969172 −0.571611177186439 0.225212499608634 ± 0.500028862163533i −3.70710678118655

5. −1 3 −5 −3 −11 31 02 −0.121186177969172 0.571611177186439 −0.225212499608634 ± 0.500028862163533i −3.70710678118655

6. 1 3 −5 −3 11 31 02 0.147012611196141 0.557070238574442 −0.352041424885292 ± 0.500558169643331i −3.61803398874989

7. −3 3 3 5 −31 31 02 −0.563825262393496 0.563825262393496 ±0.5i −2.76087672174345

8. 1 7 −1 −7 01 03 −0.041309127524556 ±1.02570508123074i 0.041309127524556 −2.72610944503578

9. −1 7 −1 9 −21 03 −0.244333193771166 0.0802730431898699 ± 1.00558827395993i 0.0837871073914291 −2.29289321881345

10. 1 −9 1 −7 21 03 0.244333193771166 −0.0802730431898705 ± 1.00558827395993i −0.0837871073914297 −2.29289321881345

11. −3 5 3 7 −41 03 −0.669122922881511 0.224281457794713 ± 1.00224727650661i 0.220560007292084 −1.38196601125011

12. 3 −7 −3 −5 41 03 0.669122922881511 −0.224281457794714 ± 1.00224727650661i −0.220560007292085 −1.38196601125011

13. 5 3 5 7 04 ±1.55612650357705i ±0.5i −0.539495129981236

14. −5 −3 3 5 −12 12 −0.463264727589031 ± 0.502293853569903i 0.463264727589031 ± 0.502293853569903i −1.62279714602704

TABLE IV: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 8, M = 4. There is 1 state with all real solutions, 6 with one
two-string, 5 with one three-string, 1 single four-string, and 1 with two two-strings.

2J 2Ij λ E0

1. 0 01 0 −2

2. −2 −21 −0.162459848116453 −1.80901699437495

3. 2 21 0.162459848116453 −1.80901699437495

4. −4 −41 −0.36327126400268 −1.30901699437495

5. 4 41 0.36327126400268 −1.30901699437495

6. −6 −61 −0.688190960235587 −0.690983005625053

7. 6 61 0.688190960235587 −0.690983005625053

8. −8 −81 −1.53884176858763 −0.190983005625053

9. 8 81 1.53884176858763 −0.190983005625053

TABLE V: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 10, M = 1.

25 R. Langlands and Y. Saint-Aubin, in Proceedings of the Gursey Memorial Conference I-Strings and Symmetries, edited by
C. S. G. Atkas and M. Serdaroglu (Springer Verlag, 1994), vol. 447.
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31 K. Fabricius and B. McCoy, J. Stat. Phys. 103, 647 (2001).
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34 J.-S. Caux and J. M. Maillet, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 077201 (2005).
35 J.-S. Caux, R. Hagemans, and J. M. Maillet, J. Stat. Mech.: Th. Exp. p. P09003 (2005).
36 A. A. Vladimirov, Teor. Mat. Fiz. 66, 154 (1986), [Theor. Math. Phys. 66, 102 (1986)].
37 M. Gaudin, Tech. Rep. CEA-N-1559(1), Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay (1972).
38 M. Takahashi, Thermodynamics of one-dimensional solvable models (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999).
39 M. Karbach and G. Müller, Computers in Physics 11, 36 (1997), cond-mat/9809162.
40 J.-S. Caux and R. Hagemans, J. Stat. Mech.: Th. Exp. p. P12013 (2006).
41 F. Bloch, Z. Phys. 61, 206 (1930).
42 Interestingly, F. Bloch41 studied the problem before Bethe but concluded that the wavefunction form now known as the

Bethe Ansatz yielded too many solutions to the eigenvalue equation for M = 2. This illustrates the crucial importance of
counting states: had Bloch done it correctly, we might not be speaking of Bethe’s Ansatz.
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2J 2Ij λ E0

1. −1 1 −11 11 −0.0881634903542325 0.0881634903542325 −3.87938524157182

2. −1 −3 −11 −31 −0.069203328842458 −0.267198865360809 −3.51812424513935

3. 1 −3 11 −31 0.097718323279698 −0.277820084547718 −3.45461156846711

4. −1 3 −11 31 −0.097718323279698 0.277820084547718 −3.45461156846711

5. 1 3 11 31 0.0692033288424579 0.267198865360809 −3.51812424513935

6. −1 −5 −11 −51 −0.0559079379624147 −0.547952407065598 −2.88397803317447

7. 1 −5 11 −51 0.109874636222197 −0.563039149833424 −2.78968334011566

8. −1 5 −11 51 −0.109874636222197 0.563039149833424 −2.78968334011566

9. 1 5 11 51 0.0559079379624146 0.547952407065598 −2.88397803317447

10. −1 −7 −11 −71 −0.0346952893283356 −1.23944732930834 −2.27033525160537

11. 1 −7 11 −71 0.128695417975475 −1.2650550011227 −2.14594971391179

12. −1 7 −11 71 −0.128695417975475 1.2650550011227 −2.14594971391179

13. 1 7 11 71 0.0346952893283355 1.23944732930834 −2.27033525160537

14. −3 3 −31 31 −0.288675134594813 0.288675134594813 −3

15. −3 −5 −31 −51 −0.237111858893408 −0.529263808491695 −2.57598452388696

16. −3 5 −31 51 −0.3020315479501 0.577921130897795 −2.32149205207901

17. −3 −7 −31 −71 −0.207106781186548 −1.20710678118655 −2

18. −3 7 −31 71 −0.322476279501619 1.29041924020193 −1.6735373036666

19. 3 −5 31 −51 0.3020315479501 −0.577921130897795 −2.32149205207901

20. 3 5 31 51 0.237111858893408 0.529263808491695 −2.57598452388696

21. 3 −7 31 −71 0.322476279501619 −1.29041924020193 −1.6735373036666

22. 3 7 31 71 0.207106781186548 1.20710678118655 −2

23. −5 5 −51 51 −0.595876796297105 0.595876796297105 −1.65270364466614

24. −5 −7 −51 −71 −0.44176366700889 −1.15203887838551 −1.44022272058552

25. −5 7 −51 71 −0.623646218099693 1.3217862003247 −1.03291337382882

26. 5 −7 51 −71 0.623646218099693 −1.3217862003247 −1.03291337382882

27. 5 7 51 71 0.44176366700889 1.15203887838551 −1.44022272058552

28. −7 7 −71 71 −1.37373870972731 1.37373870972731 −0.467911113762044

29. 5 5 02 ±0.5i −1

30. −7 −5 −22 −0.324895275386474 ± 0.500007934154676i −0.904440509547209

31. 5 7 22 0.324895275386474 ± 0.500007934154676i −0.904440509547209

32. −7 −7 −42 −0.733883240086612 ± 0.494583435259682i −0.661055258538801

33. 7 7 42 0.733883240086612 ± 0.494583435259683i −0.661055258538801

34. −9 −7 −62 −1.30887418440464 ± 0.581686455906516i −0.327672105453332

35. 7 9 62 1.30887418440464 ± 0.581686455906516i −0.327672105453333

TABLE VI: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 10, M = 2. There are 28 states with only real roots and 7
two-strings.
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2J 2Ij λ E0

1. 0 −2 2 01 −21 21 0 −0.194145912742908 0.194145912742908 −5.47593186905444

2. 0 −2 −4 01 −21 −41 0.0304484059690835 −0.158812988572359 −0.417525851428647 −4.98766285797636

3. 0 2 −4 01 21 −41 0.0119052857672312 0.206226507953237 −0.446703652043529 −4.82033462714144

4. −2 2 −4 −21 21 −41 −0.16860988033085 0.216339433204765 −0.431009948231322 −4.62780396148396

5. 0 −2 4 01 −21 41 −0.0119052857672312 −0.206226507953237 0.446703652043529 −4.82033462714144

6. 0 2 4 01 21 41 −0.0304484059690835 0.158812988572359 0.417525851428647 −4.98766285797636

7. −2 2 4 −21 21 41 −0.216339433204765 0.16860988033085 0.431009948231322 −4.62780396148396

8. 0 −2 −6 01 −21 −61 0.0486999657313438 −0.134805852072197 −0.959436831888961 −4.27283648594863

9. 0 2 −6 01 21 −61 0.0308007846798048 0.22475105074826 −1.01296682884085 −4.04807879526254

10. −2 2 −6 −21 21 −61 −0.144039928514148 0.234610332664757 −0.984119425039908 −3.89620121626045

11. 0 −2 6 01 −21 61 −0.0308007846798048 −0.22475105074826 1.01296682884085 −4.04807879526254

12. 0 2 6 01 21 61 −0.0486999657313438 0.134805852072197 0.959436831888961 −4.27283648594863

13. −2 2 6 −21 21 61 −0.234610332664757 0.144039928514148 0.984119425039908 −3.89620121626045

14. 0 −4 4 01 −41 41 0 −0.462305603179552 0.462305603179552 −4.15644364321749

15. −2 −4 4 −21 −41 41 −0.180394151048265 −0.446405368876987 0.476104810318311 −3.93147636939298

16. 2 −4 4 21 −41 41 0.180394151048265 −0.476104810318311 0.446405368876987 −3.93147636939298

17. 0 −4 −6 01 −41 −61 0.05843520620811 −0.35418298256382 −0.91529599632878 −3.76445897864718

18. −2 −4 −6 −21 −41 −61 −0.114921044163806 −0.342596892874812 −0.888703120312034 −3.74152738871119

19. 2 −4 −6 21 −41 −61 0.245193616721327 −0.365361975424906 −0.939028346244647 −3.35788090340488

20. 0 −4 6 01 −41 61 −0.0188856460612995 −0.485909456596173 1.04098206389909 −3.40064147708766

21. −2 −4 6 −21 −41 61 −0.19843686076352 −0.469682684730587 1.06525763859804 −3.151387818866

22. 2 −4 6 21 −41 61 0.1553817558101 −0.499539838699096 1.01213046085451 −3.21712214230902

23. 0 4 −6 01 41 −61 0.0188856460612995 0.485909456596173 −1.04098206389909 −3.40064147708766

24. −2 4 −6 −21 41 −61 −0.1553817558101 0.499539838699096 −1.01213046085451 −3.21712214230902

25. 2 4 −6 21 41 −61 0.19843686076352 0.469682684730587 −1.06525763859804 −3.151387818866

26. 0 4 6 01 41 61 −0.05843520620811 0.35418298256382 0.91529599632878 −3.76445897864718

27. −2 4 6 −21 41 61 −0.245193616721327 0.365361975424906 0.939028346244646 −3.35788090340487

28. 2 4 6 21 41 61 0.114921044163806 0.342596892874812 0.888703120312033 −3.74152738871119

29. 0 −6 6 01 −61 61 0 −1.08506028053122 1.08506028053122 −2.70059615922118

30. −2 −6 6 −21 −61 61 −0.172721676586505 −1.05615442758059 1.1085906974044 −2.49103013166212

31. 2 −6 6 21 −61 61 0.172721676586505 −1.1085906974044 1.05615442758059 −2.49103013166212

32. −4 4 −6 −41 41 −61 −0.378554526037619 0.513602776922909 −0.966214460382166 −2.66689773813568

33. −4 4 6 −41 41 61 −0.513602776922909 0.378554526037619 0.966214460382166 −2.66689773813568

34. −4 −6 6 −41 −61 61 −0.398349213977874 −1.00890839701714 1.132684969007 −1.94396202725695

35. 4 −6 6 41 −61 61 0.398349213977874 −1.132684969007 1.00890839701714 −1.94396202725695

36. 0 4 6 01 02 0 ±0.5i −3

37. 0 −6 −6 01 −22 0.0565308716335665 −0.455413212774007 ± 0.499668130106944i −2.80476247991806

38. 0 6 6 01 22 −0.0565308716335665 0.455413212774007 ± 0.499668130106944i −2.80476247991806

39. 0 −8 −6 01 −42 0.090425155129218 −1.00033520847508 ± 0.54252696148532i −2.39364247032758

40. 0 6 8 01 42 −0.090425155129218 1.00033520847508 ± 0.54252696148532i −2.39364247032759

41. −2 4 6 −21 02 −0.200172585679199 0.066743480945816 ± 0.500000000004612i −2.71929248502154

42. 2 −6 −4 21 02 0.200172585679199 −0.0667434809458161 ± 0.500000000004612i −2.71929248502154

43. −4 4 6 −41 02 −0.468771675793569 0.125508670454143 ± 0.500000001863501i −2.04889476008465

44. 4 −6 −4 41 02 0.468771675793569 −0.125508670454143 ± 0.500000001863501i −2.04889476008465

45. −6 4 6 −61 02 −1.06339925545341 0.191077192208424 ± 0.500000078520713i −1.32687755512163

46. 6 −6 −4 61 02 1.06339925545341 −0.191077192208424 ± 0.500000078520713i −1.32687755512163

47. −2 −6 −6 −21 −22 −0.124984311180819 −0.403681825206182 ± 0.49985590431168i −2.74322969623472

48. 2 −6 −6 21 −22 0.246221603057244 −0.493540317657487 ± 0.499458237714188i −2.41627540444573

49. −4 −6 −6 −41 −22 −0.378918428348842 −0.302793293395104 ± 0.499987591712302i −2.18655338820735

50. 4 −6 −6 41 −22 0.516773005230149 −0.532034316797688 ± 0.499172688023818i −1.74968589189208

51. −6 −6 −6 −61 −22 −0.964650865110933 −0.165525974819192 ± 0.499999975680385i −1.39686368035772

52. 6 −6 −6 61 −22 1.13788836012054 −0.586251077568763 ± 0.498594420799957i −1.0724882553555

53. −2 6 6 −21 22 −0.246221603057244 0.493540317657487 ± 0.499458237714188i −2.41627540444573

54. 2 6 6 21 22 0.124984311180819 0.403681825206181 ± 0.49985590431168i −2.74322969623472

55. −4 6 6 −41 22 −0.516773005230149 0.532034316797688 ± 0.499172688023818i −1.74968589189208

56. 4 6 6 41 22 0.378918428348842 0.302793293395103 ± 0.499987591712302i −2.18655338820735

57. −6 6 6 −61 22 −1.13788836012054 0.586251077568763 ± 0.498594420799957i −1.0724882553555

58. 6 6 6 61 22 0.964650865110933 0.165525974819191 ± 0.499999975680385i −1.39686368035772

59. −2 −8 −6 −21 −42 −0.0768050330770082 −0.966512713944059 ± 0.539831327733351i −2.42727273282941

60. 2 −8 −6 21 −42 0.27843350610915 −1.0309691477318 ± 0.54499843312815i −1.9692811440996

61. −4 −8 −6 −41 −42 −0.269027874024561 −0.915978266911757 ± 0.535574531367297i −2.0504272927206

62. 4 −8 −6 41 −42 0.556876840014352 −1.0665533981297 ± 0.548034324702444i −1.31926561690709

63. −6 −8 −6 −61 −42 −0.656499569607335 −0.739985156258925 ± 0.515757553318274i −1.348612181134

64. 6 −8 −6 61 −42 1.21011986136582 −1.1227602851135 ± 0.553479313376483i −0.693750215378979

65. −2 6 8 −21 42 −0.27843350610915 1.0309691477318 ± 0.544998433128149i −1.9692811440996

66. 2 6 8 21 42 0.0768050330770082 0.966512713944059 ± 0.539831327733351i −2.42727273282941

67. −4 6 8 −41 42 −0.556876840014352 1.0665533981297 ± 0.548034324702444i −1.31926561690709

68. 4 6 8 41 42 0.269027874024561 0.915978266911757 ± 0.535574531367297i −2.0504272927206

69. −6 6 8 −61 42 −1.21011986136582 1.1227602851135 ± 0.553479313376483i −0.693750215378979

70. 6 6 8 61 42 0.656499569607335 0.739985156258924 ± 0.515757553318274i −1.348612181134

71. 8 0 −8 03 ±1.00010173981503i 0 −0.667028328506892

72. −10 −4 −8 −23 −0.484820589178045 ± 0.999766941293111i −0.486503017249458 −0.600209427262533

73. 8 4 10 23 0.484820589178044 ± 0.999766941293111i 0.486503017249457 −0.600209427262534

74. −10 −6 −8 −43 −1.0262281724686 ± 1.01892971104493i −1.07872536206745 −0.413312403154196

75. 8 6 10 43 1.0262281724686 ± 1.01892971104493i 1.07872536206745 −0.413312403154196

TABLE VII: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 10, M = 3. There are 35 states with only real roots, 35 states
with one two-string and 5 three-strings.
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2J 2Ij λ E0

1. −1 1 −3 3 −11 11 −31 31 −0.0982825450251129 0.0982825450251129 −0.338864450851479 0.338864450851479 −6.59220734673867

2. −1 1 −3 −5 −11 11 −31 −51 −0.0484346065088534 0.147273674497013 −0.267004842580402 −0.708181369437459 −6.04327937431269

3. −1 1 3 −5 −11 11 31 −51 −0.0784040591088991 0.114862714354582 0.358219857377605 −0.78925147649264 −5.74616491673258

4. −1 −3 3 −5 −11 −31 31 −51 −0.0593071101454481 −0.279010526458747 0.384540608668618 −0.73122448092544 −5.39123610035074

5. 1 −3 3 −5 11 −31 31 −51 0.124662932656233 −0.289919038880709 0.370868294394876 −0.754237921414972 −5.28049010040769

6. −1 1 −3 5 −11 11 −31 51 −0.114862714354582 0.0784040591088991 −0.358219857377605 0.78925147649264 −5.74616491673258

7. −1 1 3 5 −11 11 31 51 −0.147273674497013 0.0484346065088534 0.267004842580402 0.708181369437459 −6.04327937431269

8. −1 −3 3 5 −11 −31 31 51 −0.124662932656233 −0.370868294394876 0.289919038880709 0.754237921414972 −5.28049010040769

9. 1 −3 3 5 11 −31 31 51 0.0593071101454481 −0.384540608668618 0.279010526458747 0.731224480925441 −5.39123610035074

10. −1 1 −5 5 −11 11 −51 51 −0.0946458322371602 0.0946458322371602 −0.823618580352116 0.823618580352116 −4.93881532051582

11. −1 −3 −5 5 −11 −31 −51 51 −0.0760190553264982 −0.296621171920812 −0.764638821190912 0.871015356775104 −4.52891348200407

12. 1 −3 −5 5 11 −31 −51 51 0.104000967219518 −0.307340634433945 −0.787564796334875 0.846060353422945 −4.46085135660523

13. −1 3 −5 5 −11 31 −51 51 −0.104000967219518 0.307340634433945 −0.846060353422945 0.787564796334875 −4.46085135660523

14. 1 3 −5 5 11 31 −51 51 0.0760190553264981 0.296621171920812 −0.871015356775105 0.764638821190913 −4.52891348200407

15. −3 3 −5 5 −31 31 −51 51 −0.318235743727828 0.318235743727828 −0.809117991678027 0.809117991678027 −3.95215375771384

16. −1 1 5 5 −11 11 02 −0.103959905180572 0.103959905180572 ±0.5i −4.83424318431392

17. −1 1 −7 −5 −11 11 −22 −0.0213824972550719 0.172323757485452 −0.674008166064223 ± 0.510017815173942i −4.44698645103764

18. −1 1 5 7 −11 11 22 −0.172323757485452 0.021382497255072 0.674008166064223 ± 0.510017815173942i −4.44698645103764

19. −1 −3 5 5 −11 −31 02 −0.10459379865692 −0.351866035802539 0.193485140955241 ± 0.499999653215326i −4.21765326778004

20. 1 −3 5 5 11 −31 02 0.100445470478524 −0.355902075708872 0.106594005665624 ± 0.499999998762673i −4.23861714572144

21. −1 3 −5 −5 −11 31 02 −0.100445470478524 0.355902075708872 −0.106594005665624 ± 0.499999998762673i −4.23861714572144

22. 1 3 −5 −5 11 31 02 0.10459379865692 0.351866035802539 −0.193485140955241 ± 0.499999653215326i −4.21765326778004

23. −1 −5 5 5 −11 −51 02 −0.0908798292295147 −0.825164324699012 0.269621291144371 ± 0.499994479999762i −3.40546797125345

24. 1 −5 5 5 11 −51 02 0.105307215882061 −0.840529106899276 0.200904512017877 ± 0.4999995897702i −3.39901022055047

25. −1 5 −5 −5 −11 51 02 −0.105307215882061 0.840529106899276 −0.200904512017878 ± 0.4999995897702i −3.39901022055047

26. 1 5 −5 −5 11 51 02 0.0908798292295148 0.825164324699012 −0.269621291144371 ± 0.499994479999762i −3.40546797125345

27. −1 −3 −7 −5 −11 −31 −22 −0.00883455093913665 −0.216546030703974 −0.559928758547488 ± 0.504167423522695i −4.42985254546626

28. 1 −3 −7 −5 11 −31 −22 0.179550441244362 −0.221778574218436 −0.610279423709261 ± 0.506397643535308i −4.15207468711664

29. −1 3 −7 −5 −11 31 −22 −0.030745086985637 0.415901726387514 −0.715074371644748 ± 0.512539811338883i −3.80901699437495

30. 1 3 −7 −5 11 31 −22 0.151468882544502 0.403051723790563 −0.75336807344249 ± 0.51502502784551i −3.65293781139861

31. −1 −5 −7 −5 −11 −51 −22 −0.0127089722401682 −0.66879772886112 −0.31185028047264 ± 0.500036029910984i −3.62674138044743

32. 1 −5 −7 −5 11 −51 −22 0.181053532776174 −0.665228176436887 −0.380087206678755 ± 0.500181023771475i −3.36254697803928

33. −1 5 −7 −5 −11 51 −22 −0.0457679073574631 0.926870273170173 −0.771539863055997 ± 0.516523606824117i −3.03062952071467

34. 1 5 −7 −5 11 51 −22 0.13104806504265 0.903369533501862 −0.806958457457649 ± 0.518952616044813i −2.91449112383954

35. −1 −3 5 7 −11 −31 22 −0.151468882544502 −0.403051723790563 0.753368073442489 ± 0.51502502784551i −3.65293781139861

36. 1 −3 5 7 11 −31 22 0.0307450869856371 −0.415901726387514 0.715074371644748 ± 0.512539811338882i −3.80901699437495

37. −1 3 5 7 −11 31 22 −0.179550441244362 0.221778574218436 0.61027942370926 ± 0.506397643535308i −4.15207468711664

38. 1 3 5 7 11 31 22 0.00883455093913666 0.216546030703974 0.559928758547488 ± 0.504167423522695i −4.42985254546626

39. −1 −5 5 7 −11 −51 22 −0.13104806504265 −0.903369533501862 0.806958457457648 ± 0.518952616044813i −2.91449112383954

40. 1 −5 5 7 11 −51 22 0.0457679073574631 −0.926870273170173 0.771539863055997 ± 0.516523606824117i −3.03062952071467

41. −1 5 5 7 −11 51 22 −0.181053532776174 0.665228176436887 0.380087206678755 ± 0.500181023771475i −3.36254697803928

42. 1 5 5 7 11 51 22 0.0127089722401683 0.66879772886112 0.311850280472639 ± 0.500036029910984i −3.62674138044743

43. −3 3 5 5 −31 31 02 −0.355553222914862 0.355553222914862 ±0.5i −3.65662043104711

44. −3 −5 5 5 −31 −51 02 −0.310549149731366 −0.79468977085756 0.318574905734768 ± 0.499979423585762i −2.91852179883665

45. −3 5 −5 −5 −31 51 02 −0.360233082912354 0.848576145478809 −0.100183195816955 ± 0.499999999566872i −2.82207745494737

46. 3 −5 5 5 31 −51 02 0.360233082912354 −0.848576145478809 0.100183195816955 ± 0.499999999566872i −2.82207745494737

47. 3 5 −5 −5 31 51 02 0.310549149731366 0.79468977085756 −0.318574905734769 ± 0.499979423585762i −2.91852179883665

48. −5 5 5 5 −51 51 02 −0.866025403784439 0.866025403784439 ±0.5i −2

49. −3 3 −7 −5 −31 31 −22 −0.22946259219066 0.42626663531586 −0.655832149701775 ± 0.508800262277932i −3.48658751620792

50. −3 −5 −7 −5 −31 −51 −22 −0.234437566036966 −0.674991138847386 −0.201786696383639 ± 0.500000627189207i −3.30901699437495

51. −3 5 −7 −5 −31 51 −22 −0.241939901843868 0.945314592864266 −0.716718680744767 ± 0.512695832917007i −2.69098300562505

52. 3 −5 −7 −5 31 −51 −22 0.431363705914735 −0.665169819698726 −0.438143619787821 ± 0.500516359010736i −2.70462957641768

53. 3 5 −7 −5 31 51 −22 0.348365993887336 0.865789319383562 −0.839188217545887 ± 0.521200974010199i −2.4010412975903

54. −5 5 −7 −5 −51 51 −22 −0.667531693785548 0.956294518754508 −0.511704574367563 ± 0.501490757455866i −1.93428285100586

55. −3 3 5 7 −31 31 22 −0.426266635315859 0.22946259219066 0.655832149701775 ± 0.508800262277932i −3.48658751620793

56. −3 −5 5 7 −31 −51 22 −0.348365993887336 −0.865789319383562 0.839188217545887 ± 0.521200974010199i −2.4010412975903

57. −3 5 5 7 −31 51 22 −0.431363705914735 0.665169819698726 0.438143619787821 ± 0.500516359010736i −2.70462957641768

58. 3 −5 5 7 31 −51 22 0.241939901843868 −0.945314592864266 0.716718680744767 ± 0.512695832917007i −2.69098300562505

59. 3 5 5 7 31 51 22 0.234437566036966 0.674991138847386 0.201786696383639 ± 0.500000627189207i −3.30901699437495

60. −5 5 5 7 −51 51 22 −0.956294518754508 0.667531693785548 0.511704574367562 ± 0.501490757455866i −1.93428285100586

61. −1 −9 9 1 01 03 0.0141449501605988 −0.0141449501605988 ±1.0035738758841i −2.67607738701389

62. −1 −9 −7 −5 01 −23 0.0468157611349673 −0.660708959251844 −0.648455956153308 ± 0.986949821429771i −2.53548862743138

63. 1 9 7 5 01 23 −0.0468157611349673 0.660708959251843 0.648455956153307 ± 0.986949821429771i −2.53548862743138

64. −1 11 9 −1 −21 03 −0.181833282738665 0.0504987180729406 0.0498359092762097 ± 1.00065300527371i −2.43404230775588

65. 1 −9 −11 1 21 03 0.181833282738665 −0.0504987180729411 −0.0498359092762102 ± 1.00065300527371i −2.43404230775588

66. −3 9 7 3 −41 03 −0.424655812460341 0.11376000018594 0.11384439480984 ± 1.00048450475088i −1.82632743384095

67. 3 −7 −9 −3 41 03 0.424655812460341 −0.11376000018594 −0.113844394809841 ± 1.00048450475088i −1.82632743384095

68. −5 9 7 3 −61 03 −0.934591285924601 0.207542904757138 0.207955858346555 ± 1.00002422900846i −1.10019442671694

69. 5 −7 −9 −3 61 03 0.934591285924601 −0.207542904757138 −0.207955858346556 ± 1.00002422900846i −1.10019442671694

70. −3 −7 −9 −5 −21 −23 −0.12670445684459 −0.615682260875608 −0.605806378341122 ± 0.984707473508637i −2.44631207308419

71. 1 −7 −9 −5 21 −23 0.229951158944146 −0.701127655052017 −0.686505224914291 ± 0.988444451913007i −2.19098300562505

72. −5 −7 −9 −5 −41 −23 −0.352172387161592 −0.542873778627496 −0.537259991040618 ± 0.974848447561115i −1.9297275916029

73. 3 −7 −9 −5 41 −23 0.486092018830097 −0.747279186877142 −0.729659118346677 ± 0.990097903104581i −1.55364195816963

74. −5 −9 −11 −3 −61 −23 −0.778299777225231 −0.387696439691344 −0.384618695188188 ± 1.00250524683233i −1.20307037470831

75. 5 −7 −9 −5 61 −23 1.04495025932346 −0.818684030062762 −0.795754579948182 ± 0.993172728900323i −0.874817198903749



3376. −1 9 7 5 −21 23 −0.229951158944146 0.701127655052017 0.686505224914291 ± 0.988444451913007i −2.19098300562505

77. 3 9 7 5 21 23 0.12670445684459 0.615682260875607 0.605806378341122 ± 0.984707473508637i −2.44631207308419

78. −3 9 7 5 −41 23 −0.486092018830097 0.747279186877141 0.729659118346677 ± 0.990097903104581i −1.55364195816963

79. 5 9 7 5 41 23 0.352172387161592 0.542873778627496 0.537259991040618 ± 0.974848447561115i −1.9297275916029

80. −5 9 7 5 −61 23 −1.04495025932346 0.818684030062761 0.795754579948182 ± 0.993172728900323i −0.874817198903749

81. 5 11 9 3 61 23 0.778299777225231 0.387696439691344 0.384618695188188 ± 1.00250524683233i −1.20307037470831

82. 7 5 5 9 04 ±1.51235768130767i ±0.5i −0.509136384638968

83. −9 −9 −7 −7 −24 −0.698286762160898 ± 1.45697124101182i −0.686425305832397 ± 0.500238343641787i −0.45054849432044

84. 7 7 9 9 24 0.698286762160898 ± 1.45697124101182i 0.686425305832396 ± 0.500238343641787i −0.45054849432044

85. −5 −5 5 5 −12 12 −0.305442823093657 ± 0.499984508292436i 0.305442823093657 ± 0.499984508292436i −1.82968750199833

86. · · −7 −5 −12 −32 0.00338479556584607 ± 0.5i −0.714116912834429 ± 0.512421220515184i −1.63521392503511

87. −5 −5 5 7 −12 32 −0.414435314220941 ± 0.499872871440981i 0.829575920907195 ± 0.519831244766274i −1.41553065964627

88. 5 5 −7 −5 12 −32 0.414435314220941 ± 0.499872871440981i −0.829575920907195 ± 0.519831244766274i −1.41553065964627

89. · · 5 7 12 32 −0.00338479556584617 ± 0.5i 0.714116912834429 ± 0.512421220515184i −1.63521392503511

90. −7 −5 5 7 −32 32 −0.924494699244798 ± 0.527627690529573i 0.924494699244797 ± 0.527627690529573i −1.01105868601945

TABLE VIII: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 10, M = 4. Real: 15; one two-string: 45; one three-string: 21;
one four-string: 3; two two-strings: 6.

2J 2Ij E0

1. 0 −2 2 −4 4 01 −21 21 −41 41 −7.01544635449204

2. 0 −2 2 4 6 01 −21 21 02 −6.27059743540844

3. 0 −2 −4 4 6 01 −21 −41 02 −5.26763488483557

4. 0 2 −4 4 6 01 21 −41 02 −5.3862869245099

5. −2 2 −4 4 6 −21 21 −41 02 −5.01429947921123

6. 0 −2 4 −6 −4 01 −21 41 02 −5.3862869245099

7. 0 2 4 −6 −4 01 21 41 02 −5.26763488483557

8. −2 2 4 −6 −4 −21 21 41 02 −5.01429947921123

9. 0 −4 4 4 6 01 −41 41 02 −4.51912044413479

10. −2 −4 4 4 6 −21 −41 41 02 −4.17692575257498

11. 2 −4 4 −6 −4 21 −41 41 02 −4.17692575257498

12. 0 0 8 2 10 −11 11 03 −4.59621293487907

13. 0 −2 8 0 10 −11 −31 03 −4.04181122615061

14. 0 −2 8 2 10 11 −31 03 −4.0385327633764

15. 0 2 −10 −2 −8 −11 31 03 −4.0385327633764

16. 0 2 −10 0 −8 11 31 03 −4.04181122615061

17. 0 −4 6 4 8 −11 −51 03 −3.25582597061885

18. 2 −4 6 4 8 11 −51 03 −3.21850795687406

19. −2 4 −8 −4 −6 −11 51 03 −3.21850795687406

20. 0 4 −8 −4 −6 11 51 03 −3.25582597061885

21. −2 2 8 2 10 −31 31 03 −3.4874194535884

22. −2 −4 6 4 8 −31 −51 03 −2.82937166177533

23. −2 4 −10 −2 −8 −31 51 03 −2.67689210126116

24. 2 −4 8 2 10 31 −51 03 −2.67689210126115

25. 2 4 −8 −4 −6 31 51 03 −2.82937166177533

26. −4 4 8 0 12 −51 51 03 −1.89422603829981

27. 2 6 4 6 8 01 04 −2.54894306987517

28. 0 10 2 4 12 −21 04 −2.31806983721212

29. 0 −12 −4 −2 −10 21 04 −2.31806983721212

30. −2 10 2 4 12 −41 04 −1.72987455016992

31. 2 −12 −4 −2 −10 41 04 −1.72987455016992

32. −4 6 6 8 8 −61 04 −1.0185831475762

33. 4 −8 −8 −6 −6 61 04 −1.0185831475762

34. −8 −14 −2 −10 −6 05 −0.44108177297835

35. 0 −6 −4 4 6 01 −12 12 −3.56561344576233

36. −2 −6 −4 4 6 −21 −12 12 −3.28457513536244

37. 2 −6 −4 4 6 21 −12 12 −3.28457513536244

38. −4 −6 −4 4 6 −41 −12 12 −2.45346278456356

39. 4 −6 −4 4 6 41 −12 12 −2.45346278456356

40. 4 6 −12 0 −8 02 03 −1.66133905058159

41. −6 −4 6 4 8 −22 03 −1.28934582392768

42. 4 6 −8 −4 −6 22 03 −1.28934582392768

TABLE IX: Highest-weight Bethe Ansatz solutions for N = 10, M = 5. Real: 1; one two-string: 10; one three-string: 14; one
four-string: 7; one five-string: 1; two two-strings: 5; one two- and one three-string: 3. This table gives the quantum numbers
and energy, the following one the rapidities.
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λ

1. 0 −0.216201306054532 0.216201306054532 −0.598086994989324 0.598086994989324

2. 0 −0.236123983535462 0.236123983535459 ±0.5i

3. −0.0127828374344248 −0.230841400083837 −0.623492239903063 0.433558238710663 ± 0.500715214079799i

4. −0.0127083812623862 0.214599696433234 −0.648132093473336 0.223120389151246 ± 0.500003412060902i

5. −0.234423274285998 0.207588644710284 −0.633319866543208 0.330077248059462 ± 0.500093388279514i

6. 0.0127083812623863 −0.214599696433234 0.648132093473336 −0.223120389151246 ± 0.500003412060902i

7. 0.0127828374344248 0.230841400083837 0.623492239903063 −0.433558238710663 ± 0.500715214079799i

8. −0.207588644710284 0.234423274285998 0.633319866543208 −0.330077248059462 ± 0.500093388279514i

9. 0 −0.638964515019459 0.638964515019459 ±0.5i

10. −0.228987307383963 −0.630868659689258 0.635640354199363 0.11210780643693 ± 0.500000003071323i

11. 0.228987307383964 −0.635640354199363 0.630868659689258 −0.11210780643693 ± 0.500000003071323i

12. −0.119171105521438 0.119171105521438 0 ±1.04460675380632i

13. −0.0850239619979459 −0.312113477180648 0.136030459567589 0.130553489805505 ± 1.00260473292315i

14. 0.124189013936543 −0.322858035179365 0.0536639516099222 0.0725025348164504 ± 1.01871002212922i

15. −0.124189013936543 0.322858035179365 −0.053663951609922 −0.0725025348164508 ± 1.01871002212922i

16. 0.085023961997946 0.312113477180648 −0.13603045956759 −0.130553489805506 ± 1.00260473292315i

17. −0.0757217696946456 −0.725740545465692 0.265501628544808 0.267980343307763 ± 1.00339088998826i

18. 0.102266631391811 −0.740483055440971 0.212680977755452 0.212767723146853 ± 1.00982340169668i

19. −0.102266631391811 0.740483055440972 −0.212680977755453 −0.212767723146853 ± 1.00982340169668i

20. 0.0757217696946456 0.725740545465692 −0.265501628544809 −0.267980343307764 ± 1.00339088998826i

21. −0.326130791413012 0.326130791413012 0 ±1.00414653185027i

22. −0.283793613238617 −0.703591333579051 0.326773853208772 0.330305546804447 ± 1.00097924389575i

23. −0.32788935516958 0.748388659872212 −0.138122396549785 −0.141188454076423 ± 0.997955113962176i

24. 0.32788935516958 −0.748388659872212 0.138122396549784 0.141188454076422 ± 0.997955113962176i

25. 0.283793613238617 0.703591333579051 −0.326773853208773 −0.330305546804447 ± 1.00097924389575i

26. −0.752714822086133 0.752714822086133 0 ±1.00082808294251i

27. 0 ±1.57067343660984i ±0.5i

28. −0.178607041441292 0.0414947528062553 ± 1.5652371254888i 0.0478087679143884 ± 0.500000000000016i

29. 0.178607041441292 −0.041494752806257 ± 1.5652371254888i −0.0478087679143897 ± 0.500000000000016i

30. −0.409691857045755 0.100174313634614 ± 1.55193899980667i 0.104671614888266 ± 0.50000000002436i

31. 0.409691857045755 −0.100174313634615 ± 1.55193899980667i −0.104671614888267 ± 0.50000000002436i

32. −0.866745085071927 0.222386370713988 ± 1.53460178348648i 0.210986171821974 ± 0.500000011478703i

33. 0.866745085071927 −0.222386370713989 ± 1.53460178348648i −0.210986171821975 ± 0.500000011478703i

34. ±2.16376688302961i 0 ±1.00001480038088i

35. 0 −0.514132157874231 ± 0.50191484396361i 0.51413215787423 ± 0.50191484396361i

36. −0.212520120352343 −0.442421739397568 ± 0.500726824292104i 0.548681799573739 ± 0.502727368457053i

37. 0.212520120352343 −0.548681799573739 ± 0.502727368457053i 0.442421739397568 ± 0.500726824292104i

38. −0.637971552680178 −0.243549292697093 ± 0.50000357748499i 0.562535069037181 ± 0.503130323501314i

39. 0.637971552680178 −0.562535069037182 ± 0.503130323501314i 0.243549292697092 ± 0.50000357748499i

40. ±0.5i 0 ±0.998506455954561i

41. −0.675004371842435 ± 0.506526446939028i 0.44800297817004 0.451002882757414 ± 0.99692468144435i

42. 0.675004371842435 ± 0.506526446939028i −0.448002978170041 −0.451002882757415 ± 0.99692468144435i

TABLE X: Same situation as for Table IX. Here, only the rapidities are given, using the same ordering of states.
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